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INTRODUCTION
The meaning of hermeneutics is not something exclusive to hermeneutics; it is not something the hermeneutical
enterprise dominates, masters, or even manages. Rather, hermeneutics must understand itself as an activity at
the behest of meaning, which it is incapable to exhaust or contain. The meaning of hermeneutics therefore does
not belong to hermeneutics, but, on the contrary, hermeneutics belongs to meaning. Its meaning is that which,
in one way or another, always pursues and persecutes human beings, who, as interpreting or symbolic animals,
is thus limited to a realization of what humans already do—whether explicitly or implicitly; actively or
passively—in their individual and collective lives: a search for meaning.1
Now, philo-sophers love and pursue a forever-elusive wisdom, even though, according to Plato, just by the
fact of pursuing it, we are guided by it, at least with Socrates and Nicolas of Cusa, to the point of docta
ignorantia. In parallel with this and likewise in the search for meaning, be it existential or hermeneutical,

meaning. Rather, its evident result is meaninglessness, since, without the felt disquietude of the latter there
would not have been any search whatsoever. This search may even lead us to the understanding that human
meaning consists in assuming and accepting ontico-literal, effective, patent meaninglessness, so as to thrust
it open to ontologico-symbolic, affective, latent meaning. Resignation appears here as the possibility of resignation [re-signación] (Vattimo) and of as-signment [a-signación], given that the resigned acceptance of the
absence of absolute, powerful, and explicit meaning makes possible the acknowledgement of the humanness
of our interpretations as such and the assignment to life and the universe of a plurality of linguistic, symbolic,
relative or relational, meanings. The acceptance of this plurality implies that neither multiple meanings nor
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oft-demonized meaninglessness [sinsentido] should be excluded but, rather, should be respected and accepted
[consentido], taken up into democratic and civil coexistence.
The meaning distilled in hermeneutics, which we view as one of such “distillation strategies” generated by
human beings, is not, like the humans themselves—who are “defective animals” (Nietzsche) or “lacking”
beings, “non-adapted to their environment” (Gehlen)—a powerful and absolute meaning; on the contrary, it is
sentido]is in need of being protected and
accepted [consentido] by the human psyche, which includes both consciousness and the unconscious.2

full well, is a part of physis
its roots in the biological-instinctive and its archetypes, even though it is capable of generating consciousness,
which, initially relying on a web of mythico-symbolic images, gradually distances itself from this matrix and,
and in this new relation the possibility for the event of meaning.
There is no being without meaning, and, similarly, there would also be no meaning without hermeneutics, that
is to say, without a more or less conscious interpretation. In fact, meaning conditions being, while hermeneutics
conditions meaning itself, since the question of meaning is a human hermeneutical question. With this, we pass
the meaning of hermeneutics. Such meaning would be, precisely, a hermeneutical meaning and hence one not
given in a merely substantial mode but interpreted by human beings as hermeneutico-linguistic (or symbolic,
pace
process of interpretation, of interchange, and of cultural communication.

shepherd
conducts the mediation between a good life and a good death. It is not by accident that he is the phallic god of
life and psychopomp, the god of death, symbolizing, therefore, a complexio oppositorum that mediates between
the tragic and the comic, good and evil, meaning and meaninglessness, mania and melancholia, negativity
and positivity, as well as in the sphere of physics, the particle and the wave, in keeping with the slogan
contraria sunt complementaria

of philosophical hermeneutics in the context of Western philosophy.

Classically, Western philosophical tradition has been interested in the search for truth and in science (episteme),
to which it has attributed a universal value, and has been only mildly preoccupied with the phenomenon of
interpretation. It tended to relegate interpretation to a marginal and irrelevant case of knowledge, to which it
errors, and so forth. One would have to wait until the twentieth century to discover the philosophical and
exposition, or explanation of a text’s meaning; b) translation from one language to another, rendering
understandable what was initially unintelligible (hermeneutes was one who understood the language of the
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case of theatre), where the work of art was effectively realized, happened or took its place, thereby assuming
an existence, which would otherwise be lacking.

of both. Interpretation and language thus became the point of departure for the hermeneutical promise for

there, semi-forgotten. Their goal was to elaborate a theory capable of accounting for what actually happens
when we interpret and to transform the problem of interpretation into a sine qua non for the rethinking of the

abandon the project of “founding,” characteristic of the entire history of Western metaphysics, and to assume
this failure as something unsurpassable. We would have to accept the impossibility of reaching an absolutely
solid foundation, guaranteeing the validity of our science and our consciousness. The consequence of this
acceptance is not just a drowning in the dark waters of relativism, of skepticism, and of arbitrariness, as the
defenders of metaphysics forewarned, but, instead, the appearance of a new consciousness we propose to call
“hermeneutical consciousness.” This new consciousness keeps close to existence, accepting its contingent
nature, and recognizes the necessity of interpretation not as a defect to be overcome thanks to the conquest of
pure knowledge but as the constitutive characteristic of human existence and of the reality given in it.3
In hermeneutics, the problem of interpretation appears in connection with language and is presented as a
universal problem, affecting our experience as a whole, our awareness of the world, and our self-knowledge
and relation to the other. This problem may, therefore, provide us with a guiding thread to the universe of
that the human cultural universe is a fabric of words, models, concepts, theories, hypotheses, and so on, that
is to say, of interpretations, mediating between human beings and reality—interpretations, within which both
this interpretative relation between the human and the real, and it treats this relation as a starting point for the
rethinking of philosophy as a whole.
Philosophical hermeneutics is presented as a “general theory of interpretation.”4 “Interpretation,” in turn,
means not a mode of knowing, a particular type of knowledge that exists alongside other kinds of knowledge,
but the “mode of being” proper to humans, who live in (with, on, of, against…) their own interpretations of

opposite: to put in question, with the degree of radicality no other philosophy of the last century managed
to attain, the primacy modern thinking has attributed to method or to knowledge and, by the same token, to
reclaim the validity, legitimacy, and even priority of the experience of meaning that takes place outside these
philosophical question: What exactly happens (to us) when we interpret?
The question concerning interpretation has proven to be extraordinarily fecund, in that it has become the focal
point or the guiding thread that allowed us to reformulate the philosophical problematic in its totality and to
a special procedure, to which one resorts, which it is impossible to understand or to know something directly.

interpretation and its corollary understanding are, as we have already indicated, the constitutive elements of
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and determined environment, lives in and, in light of the most recent biological discourse, is ex-apted and not
just ad-apted to the world, which is in large part the product of its own interpretation, whether theoretical and
linguistic or practical and work-related.

nor pure objectivity. This does not imply, however, a fall into subjectivism: now the observer and the observed
belong to a third horizon that envelops them both, and interpretation effects a “fusion of horizons,” which
forth “as someone,” thematize something “as something,” and so give oneself both as such.
In this way language acquires a gnoseological as much as an epistemological dignity. On the one hand,
the classical instrumental conception that reduces language to a mere external object in the service of the
transmitting thought or of providing information about a reality, supposedly already previously given or
attained independently of language itself. Instead, it would be more accurate to view language as an “organ”
of consciousness and of thought that, even though it may be criticized, revised, and under certain conditions
abandoned, is neither neutral nor transparent inasmuch as it assents to a “worldview” (see, for instance, the
notion of Weltansicht
being a mere representation (Vorstellung
language is an originary and original “exposition” (Darstellung) of the real. Such an exposition is understood
as the realization of the real, based on the model cases of theatrical “staging” and “musical execution” (wherein
the work of art happens and with which, for better or for worse, it “is” identical), as well as of the game and the
that only is in its interpretations. We might say that if our thinking and knowing are constituted linguistically
and interpretatively, this is because being itself is already language.

renewing its sense and taking it out of its seclusion in the specialized spheres of philology and exegesis.
Whereas this word is a part of the Romanticist inheritance, its origin is traceable through the humanist tradition
Classically, hermeneutics revolved around the problem of interpretation of the expressed through language
to understand the meaning of a text, to apprehend it, to assimilate it, or, metaphorically speaking, to “feed
oneself” (alimentarse) with it, that is, “to eat it up” (comerlo). The text in its materiality referred to something
other than its very materiality, to a meaning that does not lie “beyond” the text, but rather “over here”; indeed,
meaning is not what is beyond but what happens over here, between the text and the interpreter, in a language,
happens in interpretation, re-creating or re-generating itself between the text and the interpreter, exceeding all
a game, or a carnival, that only exist when they are held (se celebran) and in their taking-place (celebraciones).
Upon dismissing the possibility of an immediate and direct grasp of reality that would serve as the ultimate

or communicate information or knowledge previously secured outside of it, through reason, experience, or
revelation—it does not produce more or less imperfect “copies” of the original
organ and an organism that mediates between the subject and the object from the standpoint of an intermediary
world (Zwischenwelt
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is a translation or a transposition of the said, the seen, the sensed into the language of the interpreter, a “stained
un juego a con-jugar, literally: a
play of playing-with), and, more concretely, a process which none of the parties involved dominates completely,
insofar as it unfolds precisely in-between them, in its “putting in relation.” In this way, mimesis and poiesis
are correlated as two aspects of the same hermeneutical process, in which being is worded (apalabrado), that is
to say, gains the right of admission into language in its representation and concrete realization. Consequently,
constitutively open to new representations or interpretations, in which alone it is.

to be reinterpreted as language. If being itself is language, then we are dealing with a dynamic conception of
the real, and of the human being itself, not as a pure essence but, resorting to a musical analogy, as a score to be
grasped and discovered “state” but as a process immanent to discourse itself, in which interlocutors attempt to
reach an agreement about the thing.

is from the outset impregnated with the word, or with interpretation, precludes the idea of being as a solid
and immovable foundation and thus initiates the process of dispersion or dissemination. This rejection of the

meaning is something infrastructural, radical, subterranean, insofar as it emerges in a preconscious mode from
interpretation demands and presupposes a previous implicit comprehension (pre-judgment) immanent to
language itself (or, as Dilthey thought, to lived experience).

reading, and interpretation is a re-interpretation of a previous source, that is, an explicit articulation of a web of
(un sentido pre-sentido y consentido
facts or of empirical truth, in which case it would be transformed into a mere legitimation of the really given,
of the state of things. Instead, his thesis would pertain to hermeneutical truth that would express a fundamental
attitude for our coming face-to-face with reality and with life, a desire and a demand that make critique and a
transgression of the given possible. In the name of what could this “revision” take place? Not in the name of
something merely present and existent in a thingly mode, but of something absent, latent, and deferred (which
only endures through its interpretations. This lack of directedness does not disingenuously negate existence
interpretations, but the criterion cannot be either purely subjective nor dependent upon the classical notion of
truth as adequation. The hermeneutical idea of meaning therefore exceeds subjectivity and objectivity, and
points toward an intersubjectivity attained within a communally shared and lived language.
This hermeneutical conception implies a subversion or a reversion of Platonism. In contrast to the Platonic
hypothesis of meaning as a luminous celestial supra-world—populated by static rational essences, independent
in their absolute and immutable existence, impassive in the face of the imperfect copies they sustain in the
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world of becoming—we now discover that traces of meaning lead us to an obscure bottom without bottom
of latent, germinating models, endowed with a quasi-real or surreal existence, since they only exist in their
realizations of interpretative appearances.
To say that language, which pervades all our interpretations, lacks a rational, i.e., a solid, foundation does
not mean that it is something absolutely unfounded, chaotic, released to chance, or purely conventional and

medium of our comprehension,
recall, in this respect, that Kant, following a dominant tendency in the history of philosophy, conceived of the
sphere of knowing, “the land of truth,” in contraposition to the realm of illusion, superstition, and ignorance,
and that this land was symbolized for him by the famous image of an island in an ocean of meaninglessness.

Church established itself by means of a negation of gnostic heresies and modern science parenthesized feeling
and limited way, the exploration of this “unknown” “ocean”—unknown at least to classical philosophy but,
from time immemorial, crisscrossed by poets, mystics, dreamers, visionaries, madmen, and adventurers.

attempt to point out certain parallels and even complementarities between this philosophical current and the
approaches that arise from the investigations of symbolism.5

power of science and technology to resolve every problem and to respond to any challenge facing humanity.

as illusory, regressive, decadent, or reactionary. In this context, symbolic thinking was evaluated in comparison
byproduct of the human mind; a chaotic and arbitrary fruit engendered by imagination whenever it was not
steered and controlled by methodic reasoning; or an atavistic remainder or an islet within civilization, wherein,
despite everything, “primitive mentality” persisted.

of truth, conquered by science in its sober and objective, methodic and rigorous, investigations. The prophets of
reality, then, could be contemplated directly through the objective glance of science, freed from any mythic,
metaphysical, religious, and even ethical prejudice. Symbolism would be thus condemned to extinction or to
being reduced to a “reserve” of the purely decorative.
Nonetheless, the development of the sciences and of philosophies over the past one hundred years signaled a
departure from the dominant positivist conception of the century before that. One of the keys for understanding
this phenomena lies in a reconsideration of symbolism that took place in various cultural spheres, wherein it
came to be seen as something worthy of study insofar as it was seen, at least, psycho-socially effective, that is
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psychology, physics, and philosophy.6
In order to begin its investigation of the symbolism of “primitive people,” ethnology had to overcome
a powerful prejudice doubly activated in Christianity and in the onset of modernity. It had to do with the
prejudice concerning the superiority and the universal validity of the Western conception of the world. This
attention to the meaning inherent in the manifestations of the “primitive soul” and forced them to consider
such manifestations as pseudo-phenomena, with a diminished gnoseological and ontological reach. “Primitive
mentality” was deemed equivalent to the products of infantile imagination, which likewise was devalued as an
obscure and foggy pre-history of adult maturity, representing rationality and authentic reality (in other words,
the reality sanctioned by the dominant social consensus).
Psychology, which, in turn, began with the studies of pathology, came across grave obstacles when it attempted
to reduce the phenomenology of mental illness to purely physiological causes. The failure of this reductive
endeavor inspired by positivist methodology, which had such notable success within the sphere of natural
sciences—and, particularly, in mechanics—forced us to recognize the autonomy of the psyche, at least to
the extent that it generates pathological symptoms or symbols, as well as postulate the existence of a zone of
personality distinct from consciousness and irreducible to the latter.

anthropological reality,” which is acknowledged as a peculiar kind of reality: although not easily detectable
through conventional empirical methods, it is that which we most immediately apprehend and that in which

and symbolically interpreted.
On the other hand, at the beginning of the past century physics managed to penetrate subatomic levels, where it
became impossible, for instance, to decide on the nature of light as a wave or a particle. With this, physics itself
inched closer to the understanding that its knowledge of the real was not as absolute as it had been considered
before but that it relies on the hypotheses or models cast over the unknown. The descriptions of the subatomic
world are only models of something we can neither see nor touch, and we do not know anything about this
world, except on the terms of these very models. 7The theories of physics cease to be seen as neutral copies

its object and to predict its behavior in a clearly probabilistic way. Physics thus recognizes that its knowledge
is symbolic.

human being in general and in the nineteenth-century attitude in particular, to believe that our experience of

realist way, one’s own images and ideas with the real as it is in itself, something that happens, for instance,
when myth is interpreted literally, as though it were a “history” recounting real facts that took place in historical
and elaboration of the data accumulated in direct observation, can provide a total explanation of cosmos as a
whole.
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gnoseological, ontological, ethical, and cultural problematic that emanates from the consideration of the role
of symbolism in human life.8
9

which sees in the spontaneous activity of the mind an essential factor in theoretical knowledge, ethical action,
uncoupled from the primary experience of the real by means of the concept and elevated to the status of
universality, now presents itself as a process of symbolization.

copy of absolute reality, as opposed to an apparatus of capturing, assimilating, and elaboration empirical

symbolic forms, through which human beings enter into contact with reality. Science departs from empirical
material not immediately given to the senses; it is, rather, something that has been “put forth” by the mind in
its spontaneous activity, as result of the more or less conscious work accomplished by means of linguistic and
mythical symbols. I will not contemplate now the relations between science, language, and myth. It is enough
to retain the fundamental thesis concerning what sustains Cassirer’s philosophy of symbolic forms, namely that
human beings enter into a relation with the real and modulate this relationality by projecting an intermediate
world of symbols that, entwined amongst themselves, make up the intricacies of experience and effectuate this
projection in various forms, autonomous and irreducible amongst themselves.

Christian literalism and the nominalism of modern subjectivism. The psycho-social consequences of this rediscovery have already started to manifest themselves, even though their scope may be determined only in the
future.
10

a certain internal articulation in this apparent chaos. Symbols tend to cluster around dynamic schemata, forming
“constellations” and, in their turn, these “constellations” converge into three meta-structures: the heroic (or
schizomorphic), the mystical (or antiphrastic) and the synthetic (or dramatic). It should be noted that the latter
meta-structure pertains.
In the diurnal or heroic region, the capacity for abstraction and distinction predominates alongside the principle
of non-contradiction: imagination functions polemically, relying upon the accentuation or exaggeration of the
difference between contrary images—between the opposites (a hyperbolic antithesis)—that make possible a
dualist vision. Crucially, here, temporality separates the positive from the negative aspects. The former are
projected onto something or someone extra-temporal, while the latter remain associated with the domain
under the symbolic order of the animal-natural, of darkness, or of abyss, not to mention that it carries the

falling into the abyss of the nocturnal is compensated by the impulse for an ascent that guides the battle
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danger, of symbolizing one’s anxiety) is already a mode of domesticating or conjuring it. The danger of the
la carne)—whether sexual or alimentary—and threatening every impulse for an
ascent, harbors at the same time an attractive and seductive dimension, thanks to which the terror of the abyss
is charged, also, with the sense of fascination or “temptation”.
To this diurnal region belong those philosophies where a radically dualistic and formalist thinking predominates
samkia or Vedanta and in the West in Parmenides, Plato, or Descartes and, in general, in all objective and
tendency is not absolute, to the extent that it is counterbalanced with the more or less latent enactment of the
nocturnal.
This persecution of transcendence nevertheless carries with itself a fundamental paradox, expressed in the
monopoly of the diurnal region culminates in a kind of schizophrenia. Plato himself knew that the traction for
elevation depended on the obscurity of the Cave, that is to say, that it was due to the very temporal and material
condition it opposed.

another imaginative attitude, which does not search for an antidote against time in what lies beyond. Now it
is nature itself that takes the shape of a warm refuge that protects us from the inclemency of time. Darkness is
it. We are thus approaching another grand region of the symbolic universe where the nocturnal receives a
positive valorization and is subdivided, in its turn, into two further structures—the mystical and the synthetic.
The former is constituted through the strategies of euphemization, escalated to the level of antiphrasis, which
inverts the affective value of images so that we can expect to encounter light in the very heart of dark night.
with the intuitions of becoming.
In mystical symbolism, value (the symbolic Treasure) does not lie in the upper region to which one would
ascend, but, rather, in the depths one would have to “penetrate.” The abyss receives a euphemistic interpretation

gets confounded with everything else in a sort of primordial chaos. Death loses its terrifying connotations it
used to have in a diurnal region and becomes euphemized as a “homecoming,” as an end of a journey that
signals the beginning of a new one. The valorizations of the diurnal region are thus inverted: in place of the
principle of non-contradiction, we come across the coincidence of opposites.
The synthetic structures, on the other hand, are characterized by the tendency to compose images in a complex
one another, integrated into a single plot as phases in a cyclical process (“the eternal return”) as well as stages
of development (progress). The contrast between the dualist and the monist conceptions is harmonized in a
“smooth dualism” or in a concentric arrangement by means of a third element, which establishes and guarantees
the inclusion of opposites in a dynamic totality that thrives on tension and constantly equilibrates itself.
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professional experience but also exhibit an inspiration and a series of philosophical consequences that
are not always explicit.11
language and the
symbol.

preoccupied with reality “in itself,” but in relation to the individual who pursues not a pure but a psychic truth.

On the margins of what is, for all intents and purposes, a methodological resource, a similar proposal is to be
research. In hermeneutical terminology, we may say that language always interjects itself between reality and
the subject, there is a “third world,” a complex web of symbols, a psychic reality which is neither objective nor
merely subjective and through which we actually enter into contact with the world.

symbolic transcription of objective or subjective processes.12 Reality, our reality, the reality in which we live—
drawn from the symbolic world.
Now, it would be wrong straightforwardly to identify the symbol with the sign, as, unlike the latter, the former
includes a distortion we could qualify as subjective, only if this distortion would respond, in the last instance,
to a transcendental subjectivity. It is not surprising that, in this context, we operate with a term derived from

subjectivity is anchored in the depths of human psychism, where the individual is entwined with the collective.

place through a priori factors inscribed in our common human nature.

with the unconscious content projected upon it and thus gets charged with psychic energy and invested with

this happening takes place in the symbol (Sinnbild: the image of meaning), so that meaning emerges by means
of a mediation of the image and the place where consciousness and the unconscious intersect, in acts of living.
or ill, the reality of a human being is, in the last instance, a text and that, moreover, through interpretation the
meaning that latently animates this text would come to light.

corpus in its concrete application to human life, that is to say, as a question of great importance for the very
survival of human being (such that psychic disorders would signal a loss of meaning or asymbolia). Relatedly,
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without bottom where meaning hid before interpretation is now transformed into an obscure unconscious
region, populated by archetypes that are but condensations of psychic energy. In this way, Plato’s transcendent
Ideas descend to the lowest depths of humanity, where the spiritual and the instinctive merge, while their
enjoy a separate existence akin to that of Plato’s Ideas; nevertheless, they stubbornly weigh upon humanity, not
from the outside but from within, that is to say, immanently.

image of the human being is, actually, wholly hermeneutical: the human as a living being who interprets herself
interpreting the world. The process of humanization, to which every one of us is indebted, presents itself as a
hermeneutical process: individuation as hermeneusis
becoming-oneself. The central place modernity has allotted to the I and to consciousness is emptied out in the
name of the forever-deferred self (Selbst
between the text and its meaning will come to mediate between the I and the self.

This displacement of the psychic center of gravity from the I as an immobile central point to the self as a

attitude as secondary phenomena that are erected on the grounds constituted by previous interpretations and
valorizations, condensed in the so-called natural or maternal language.

a counterpoint to the undeniable material progress in the short term, this exaltation leads to a repression,
of responding to the most elementary cultural and symbolic necessities of human beings, such as those of
meaning.
The success modernity achieved in its Promethean effort of rationalization, following the routes opened
other forms of life and of experience, relegated to the background, when they were not altogether forgotten
or confounded with the irrational. It would be necessary, therefore, to retrieve the repressed, to establish a
dialogue between the rational and the irrational, between consciousness and the unconscious, between spirit
and life, between animus and anima, and between logos and mythos. That this encounter entails high risks is
something quite obvious, but it is equally obvious that to prevent it from happening is even more risky. It is not
suggested that we uncritically immerse ourselves in the “stormy ocean” of irrationalism but that we tease out an
ampler, more open and integrated rationality and personality from the encounter, one that would be capable of
be a new rationality that would be represented by language (the symbolic) as an intermediary instance that,
traversing opposites, would non-dialectically interrelate them, conserving their differences.

contrast to the strict formality of the concept, language-symbol presents certain informality or spontaneity that
permits it to access what conceptuality excludes and, consequently, leaves opaque, namely life-world with its
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to abstract reason that understands nothing of values, loves, or affections, hermeneutical (linguistico-symbolic)
reason knows that it is born of them. It neither forgets nor denegates its past, from which it still distances itself,
so as to reinterpret the past from the present in an opening of the forever-uncertain future.
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CROSSING WAYS OF THINKING:
ON GRAHAM HARMAN’S SYSTEM AND MY OWN
Tristan Garcia, translated by Mark Allan Ohm

While writing most of Form and Object,1 I was unfamiliar with Graham Harman’s work. After I discovered
it thanks to Quentin Meillassoux’s recommendation, my initial reading revealed that he was concerned with
the same questions as me and that his model was similar in some ways to the one I was trying to develop in
response to them. I was happy to feel less alone.
Here I will examine the connections and differences between his work, which already consists of several
separate works, and my own, especially the treatise Form and Object
anywhere, but I also do not think that they merely replicate each other. They provide a rare example of ways of
thinking that intersect and meet at certain places and concepts, even though they derive from different horizons
and traditions and aim at very distinct goals. I think that ways of thinking which have the same orientation
always end in antagonism, and that those beginning in the same place never fail to differentiate. In our case,
since we do not come from the same place and do not go in the same direction, we meet.
I have much admiration for Harman’s way of thinking. Trying to compare it with mine is quite strange for me,

and gaps between our respective notions.
But I will nonetheless attempt to do justice to both of our systems.

GAPS
There is an agreement in principle between Harman’s project and mine as presented in Form and Object.

TRISTAN GARCIA

In his recent book on Lovecraft and philosophy (Weird Realism2), Harman begins by mentioning that one
motivation of Graham Harman’s work, as well as Form and Object, I believe derives from the refusal to begin
by supposing an ontological gap between consciousness and world, subject and object, human beings and other
animal species, or animate and inanimate.
Harman is a “continuist” insofar as he sees no reason to suppose an ontological difference between thought
and life, organic and inorganic. But if he is a continuist here, it is because he already posited an ontological
difference between real objects and sensual objects, between each object and its qualities, situating it at the core
of his system. In other words, since for him an ontological difference exists between the real object, withdrawn
into itself, and the sensual object, internal to perception, there is no need to assume that there is an underlying
difference between material or immaterial objects, sensory or non-sensory objects, conscious or unconscious
objects. An ontological difference exists for him not between objects and non-objects, nor between object and
consciousness, but within the category of object, between real objects and sensual objects.
Thus, he and Meillassoux disagree about the problem of dividing matter, life, and thought. Meillassoux is a
strong discontinuist. His entire system derives from the critique of correlationism, a critique shared in large part
with Harman. Meillassoux permits the speculative thinking of rupture and advent, differentiating the “realms”
of matter, life, thought, and justice. In short, Meillassoux connects thought to the in-itself, and separates
objects into successive realms, none of which are inferred from the previous realm. On the other hand, Harman
separates the object in-itself from the immanent perceptual object and connects objects without positing any
natural difference.
Although I share the critique of correlationism and a certain dialectical tradition with Harman and Meillassoux,
unlike them I make room for neither an accessible nor inaccessible in-itself. However, I share Harman’s idea
that no natural ontological difference or hierarchy exists between different domains of animate or inanimate,
my work, which lead me to an ideal which he also has (to confront the tragedy of thinking, “to visit death” and
return, “to traverse the Acheron two (or three) times.”3) Nonetheless, I think my project is closer to Harman’s.
The principle of this project is to not posit any gap between several different objective domains (whether this
be the emergence of life or zooanthropological difference) and not to assign the obligation of examining them
to thought.

EQUAL
For Harman and me, thought should have the task of proving equality, that is, it should account for what all
things, including human beings, have in common. In this way, we can differentiate them as distinct objects, but
objects nonetheless, and exorcize the spell of an original rupture in being.
Form and Object and Harman’s object-oriented ontology are thought-experiments on the “equality” of all
things. Both see philosophy as having an imperative to combine knowledge and morality so that they cannot
be separated. The role of philosophy is to understand what composes the world and the way to divide and
order its elements on an equal plane by refusing to attribute any ontological privilege to anything in particular.
It is therefore a question of grasping the equal ontological chance that every thing has, whether it is material,
immaterial, possible, necessary, true, or false.
Nonetheless, it is not a question of an absolute ontological egalitarianism, aiming to necessitate every thing’s
equivalence to everything else in every respect. On the contrary, Harman writes: “My point is not that all objects
Form and Object considers
are equally real, but that they are equally objects.”4
why and how “no-matter-what” is something, neither more nor less than another thing, by constructing an
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ontological plane of equality. However, the aim of the second book is to order objects in relation to other

Our common idea is that the task of every ontology is to strive to be as open as possible to distinguishing and
ordering either what Harman calls the distinct “regions” of objects in his “ontography,” or what appears in
Form and Object
It is still necessary that one identify all objects as objects in order to be able to differentiate them. And “[a]ll
such objects must be accounted for by ontology, not merely denounced or reduced to despicable nullities.”5

NEITHER... NOR...
Our common theoretical opponent is every kind of thinking that denies objecthood to some objects (for
to the lower level of what they are composed of or dissolve them into the higher level in and by which they are
comprehended.
The primary antagonism hinges around the claim that all entities, including imaginary or contradictory ones,
century claims and arguments concerning existence, subsistence, and “absistence,”6 in the work of Kazimierz
Twardowski, Alexius Meinong, Edmund Husserl, and Bertrand Russell.
On the other hand, the defense of the object as the “protagonist of philosophy”—an object attacked from above
and below—is a more original idea. It appears, and receives comparable treatment, in both Harman’s and my
own system. Both systems deny the reduction of an object to the smallest object and dissolution of an object
in the biggest object.
Harman dismisses both the overmining and undermining of objects.7 I talk about a reduction of things either
to “less-than-things” or to “more-than-things.”8 By “overmining,” Harman means a strategy that approximates
what I mean by the reduction to “more-than-things.” In this approach, objects do not exist except by what they
are in and by what comprehends them. Consciousness, society, history, or nature—though Harman does not
discuss the latter three—can be “more-than-things” whenever they become all-encompassing totalities without
anything external to them. This strategy includes Émile Durkheim’s sociological holism, which led him to say
that society is to “its members [...] like a god is to the faithful,”9 historicism,10 and contemporary naturalism
in its more extreme reductionist form. All of them admit that objects exist, but that these objects only exist as
social, historical, or natural objects. Thus, they are “overmined” (in Harman’s words) by a “more-than-thing”
(in my own words): consciousness (Husserl’s “residuum after the annihilation of the world”11), society, history,
or nature. Everything is then in “more-than-things,” which are in nothing other than themselves.

than-things.” Here we take aim at the intellectual strategy—for example, among certain pre-Socratics (Thales,
Empedocles) or in the materialist tradition (from Democritus to the Churchlands)—that consists in reducing
the level of the division of the world into objects to the level of components of objects, such that “what seems
can be real.”12 Even more profoundly, the reduction may lead to the discovery of a monist reality beneath what
appear to be several different objects: the One, Being, apeiron, il y a. Harman also talks about how theories
are only secondary or transient effects, like foam at the wave’s surface. In these cases, “talk of objects merely
crystallizes becoming in an abstract state.”13 But “the same problem arises here as before. […] [W]e still need
14
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In Form and Object, I resort to a comparable argument:15 all ways of thinking that call objects into question
(often confounding them with substance), in favor of a becoming-unity or becoming-manifold object, can
lines, and processes are differentiated from each other, and thus are several different objects. The argument can
only bring back what it was meant to dismiss. Harman and I share the idea that what one calls an “object” (or
“thing,” in my case) is primarily what every operation of the division of the world, of the real, of the cosmos,
and of that which is, rests on. One may divide the world into events, but one will end up attributing to these
events the same properties attributed to objects. Talk about “objects” and “things” is talk about the division of
everything. And if one decides to divide everything into something other than objects, one will be compelled
to talk about objects without knowing it. Our common move is to try to remain as close to objects as possible,
and to address the problem of the division of the world without any misunderstanding: an object is what derives

objects like others.

NEGATIVE
We both refuse to begin with the problem of an ontological gap. Instead, we start with the problem of ontological
division, since we do not think that thought gains anything by presupposing that existence is separated in
general from consciousness, world, language, things, thought, and being. Rather, we claim that existence is
separate from all things, whether they think, do not think, live, sense, are true or false.
On this view, thought is the comparison of several different possible divisions of the universe.
Our general picture of the universe appears prima facie more or less the same. Harman explains his idea of
16

in each other, such that smaller objects can always exist. But a maximal object also exists, which I call the
universe. This object ceaselessly expands, since something new always exists. But I distinguish the universe,
only with one thing at a time and is “formal.” While the universe is always the biggest possible thing, the world
is not a thing, but the form of each thing, its opposite or its negative. The world exists at each level; this dust
particle is in the world, neither more nor less than our galaxy is in the world. Therefore, the world short-circuits
the terracing of things, while the universe is simply the higher, maximal state of the accumulation of things.
The universe is the sum of objects. The world is the opposite of each thing.
Harman has no equivalent to this world, which is the negative of each thing at each level. Why? Because
Tractactus
and from Hegel: form is the condition, container, and outside of objects.
Our two projects are similar in many ways: a joint rejection of the reduction of objects to a lower or higher
level, a desire to think equally about objects, and a refusal to presuppose an ontological difference between two
kinds of objects (humans and non-humans, for example), which would eliminate what objects have in common.
But like all ways of thinking which intersect, our two ways of thinking stem from very different traditions.
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ORIGINS
Harman’s thought is anchored in Husserlian and Heideggerian phenomenology. He revives Brentano’s central
object consciousness is directed at exists not merely outside of consciousness, but also within consciousness.
For reasons stemming from a contradictory Hegelian and Wittgensteinian tradition, Form and Object proposes
to interpret being as the opposite sense of comprehension: to be a thing is to be in this thing, that is, to be
comprehended by this thing.
But while I attribute to “being in” a kind of transcendental topology, where each thing is determined by what
the thing is in, Harman conceives of the fact of “being in” as an expression of the immanence of the intentional
object. Thus, for him, an object that is comprehended in and by another object is called a “sensual object.”
Harman, then, attributes a wider sense to perception, which is what makes his system interesting: objects
perceive whenever they enter into relation.
I prefer to say that an object that contains another object “comprehends” it, using the set-theoretical sense of
the term: a set “comprehends” this or that element.
Harman and I understand relations between objects only in a very particular form: one object in another. A
relation is not primarily the contact or intersection of two entities situated on the same plane (which provides
Harman with the argument of “indirect causation”), but the relation between a thing that comprehends and a
comprehended thing. Harman considers this relation through the model of intentionality, extended to perception,
whereas I consider it as a part-whole relation.
This is why the extension of the sense of perception leads Harman to his defense of “polypsychism”17 (rather
than panpsychism): an object can perceive another object. On the other hand, the extension of the sense of
comprehension (the opposite of the sense of being) leads me to interpret each relation between objects as a
part-whole relation: two objects never equally come into relation; one is always a part of the other.
Harman’s position derives from his generalization of a phenomenological principle just as my position is
the result of analytic and dialectical training:18 the Hegelian process of being consists in the assimilation and
internalization of the object, and the Tractarian thing is what enters into “the possibility of all states of affairs.”19
We both consider an object less as “what is one” than as “what is in.” Harman’s real object is in-itself, and his
sensual object is in what perceives it. For me, a thing is outside itself, in the world, and an object is in another
thing. But a kind of tonal difference remains in both cases: a phenomenological color in Harman, which leads
him to talk of sensual objects and to defend “polypsychism,” and an analytic and dialectical hue in my work,
comprehended is exceeded by what comprehends it.
In our two projects, intentionality is generalized in some way and not a property of consciousness. Directly
object-form. Brentano’s immanent objectivity is pushed to its limit: the fact that an object exists for and in
consciousness becomes the fact that a sensual object exists for and in another object.20
However, I generalize intentionality from the other side. What interests Harman is that the sensual object exists
for and in another object (which perceives it). What I hold is that the object does not exist for- and in-itself.
This is the central claim of Form and Object: that no thing is in-itself, that any thing is outside itself, in the way
that Jean-Paul Sartre’s21 intentionality of consciousness was projected outside itself. In Form and Object, any
thing is thus outside itself.22
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The primary difference between Harman’s way of thinking and my own therefore derives perhaps from our
different interpretations of the in-itself.

IN-ITSELF
A noteworthy characteristic of Harman’s work is his reevaluation of the thing-in-itself.
According to him, the real object always withdraws, inaccessible and in-itself. We know that this analysis is
drawn from his rereading of Heidegger’s tool-analysis.23 Harman inherits the opposition between the in-itself
and the for-us from Immanuel Kant and the phenomenological tradition. In the speculative realist domain,
Quentin Meillassoux does likewise with very different results.
Yet the model I propose is different. For me, the in-itself, which is the foil of Form and Object, is a reaction
against two ideas: the in-another-thing (for example, in us) and the outside-itself. Positing the in-itself thus leads
by “another thing.”
Harman contrasts the sensual object, which is in something other than itself (in the object that perceives it, to
be precise), with the real object (which is in-itself). I contrast the thing, which is outside-itself (in somethingother-than-a-thing), with the object (which is outside-itself as a thing, and in another thing as an object), and I
deny the possibility of the in-itself.
For Harman, an object is either in-itself or in another thing. But the idea that a thing could be in something other
than a thing is meaningless for him. In my model, a thing is always outside-itself, and is either in something
other than a thing, or in another thing. But a thing in-itself is meaningless for me. More precisely, the in-itself
24

For Harman, only two possibilities corresponding to two poles exist: the real object withdraws in itself, or the
sensual object exists in and for another object, which perceives it. For Harman, there is no “negative.” Hegelian
a non-thing) is mostly foreign to his system.
It is quite different in my system, which rests on this alternative: every thing is either formally in its negative (in
something other than a thing, in a non-thing), or objectively in another thing (in which case the comprehended
thing becomes an object). My dialectical tradition is clearly expressed in the existence of this “formal” system.
Every thing is twofold: either in other things that positively exist and that determine the thing, or in its negative,
which alone constitutes it as a thing.
solitary
thing existing only in its negative. The table is only something, in the widest and least determinate sense, when
it is comprehended in everything that is not the table. On the other hand, comprehended in the set of other
tables, or in this room, or in my perception, the table becomes an object: a piece of furniture, a particular table,
endowed with a color, a weight, and all that, for Harman, would emanate from its number of qualities.
But the table, neither as a thing nor as an object, is not in-itself. As a thing the table is in the world, and as an
object the table is in other objects that give it all its determinations and qualities.
For me, the in-itself is not merely inaccessible. It is “compact.” This means that it only functions at a stage of
analysis on the condition of failing at the next stage. And if there were a thing-in-itself, it could only be in-itself
in the world, that is, in something other than itself. Therefore, no in-itself exists in itself.
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The principle of compactness is that the condition of possibility of a thing is its impossibility; to be able to be,
it is necessary that the thing not be.
Since nothing can be in-itself unless it is compact, a thing is necessarily outside-itself. But being in another
thing, it can be either in something other than a thing (what is formal), or in another thing (what is objective).

SCHEME
Let us summarize our two ways of distinguishing two types of objects:
(a) In Form and Object:
No in-itself
THING
Outside-itself
Either, in something other than a thing:
Things (formal system of the negative)

Or, in another thing:
Objects (objective system of accumulation)

(b) In The Quadruple Object:
No negative
OBJECT
Double
Either, withdrawn in-itself:
Real object

Or, perceived in another object:
Sensual object

Now the second parts of our two major works are devoted to the reconstruction of an order of objects in relation
to other objects. In The Quadruple Object
Form and Object, it is through a series of studies devoted

The Quadruple Object, the real and sensual object are given. The real object
is withdrawn into its inaccessibility. The sensual object appears phenomenologically in its presentation to the
mind. In contrast, in Form and Object, things are never obtained except through a process that always betrays
its vaguely dialectical origin. It is a process of de-determination, which allows me to explain every difference
between the given object in Harman’s model and the obtained thing in my own.

PROCESS
I try to remove the determinations that make any object enter into relation with other objects.
To de-determine this tree is to remove this tree from my perception. But when it is no longer for me, it is
nonetheless not in-itself. The tree enters into a complex series of relations—it is in an ecosystem, the set of
all trees, and the series of past and present instances of this tree. The challenge of Form and Object is to treat
essence, space, and time as determinations like others. Removing the tree from the forest, or more generally from
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nature, evolution, its bundle of tree-qualities, it loses everything that made it a tree. Then it is extracted from
the series of everything that it had been until now, or shall be later. It becomes an increasingly indeterminate
something, but not absolutely indeterminate. At the end of this process the tree is always something—neither
branches, the earth, the word “tree,” what it was two hours or two minutes ago. De-determination is an equality
operator, allowing us to reach a point where no-matter-what is something as much as another thing. The tree is
only
tree at a certain time of the year, but is not yet purely indeterminate. Instead, it is the least possible determinate.
And this minimal determination is the fact of being in the world, of being outside itself, in “everything except
itself,” in its negative. This something is therefore formal.
The formal thing that I obtain is very different from Harman’s sensual or real object.
In his system, a set of constraints, represented by its fourfold division, always articulates and structures
objects in such a way that no-matter-what cannot be an object for Harman. For him, space and time are not
time as the fundamental tension between a sensual object and its sensual qualities. The relation between the
springtime tree that appears to me in full bloom and the autumnal tree that loses its leaves is not the same
relation between the tree and an African rhinoceros or Greece’s debt. In other words, the characterization of
time as a tension yields a privileged relation between an object six months ago and the same object today, which
is not the same relation as that between this object and a completely different object. Harman considers that
an object does not relate to its different temporal occurrences in the way that any object relates to any other
object. Time is a privileged relation between certain objects—to be precise, the manifestations of the same
sensual object.

the same tree in the spring and in the autumn to be able to construct this tree as an object in time. What warrant
do I have to assume this?

TIME AS TRIBUNAL
Harman is much closer to the common sense of time than I am.
He chooses to not consider time as a relation like other relations. For me, he is objectively correct. But formally
(which is not a category that would make sense for him), I consider that it is necessary to think of time as a
relation or a determination like other relations or determinations. In other words, to consider the possibility that
there could be the same type of relation between the springtime tree and the autumnal tree, and between the
springtime tree and a cat, or a word, or an event. The formal domain inherited from dialectics, I believe has as
its role to push contradictions to their maximal state by claiming that the same thing is several things and that
the tree at each moment is a different thing, differing from itself as much as from every other thing.
Why? Because to be able to account for time, one must be able to advance the hypothesis of doing without
it. Otherwise, for me, one produces a temporal constraint on an object without managing to identify it. Why
claim that this tree is an object, and that an imaginary tree is also equally an object, but that this tree a year ago
and this tree today are not two objects, and make but one object? I think that nothing in the concept of object
allows us to justify the spatio-temporal constraint. An object does not carry with itself the necessity of being
illusory or secondary. In this case, the tree last winter is not completely an object, of course, but then what is
it? A part of a higher object, which would be this tree, from its birth to its death? It is then necessary to espouse
a perdurantist theory of time, which claims that objects are at each moment the spatial parts of their entire
temporal existence. (2) Or, it is necessary to return to concepts such as those of “occurrence,” “manifestation,”
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or “exemplary,” which are other ways of talking about secondary “sub-things.”
Time is a tribunal deciding between a theory that treats everything as equal objects, but transforms these objects
into purely formal things, and a theory that treats its objects as objects, but excludes some things and transforms
them into secondary objects.
If one wants to treat everything equally as an object, I believe that it is necessary to be formal. Thus, one must
gradually disembody the object and consider time and space25 as determinations that can be disregarded in
order to consider this or that, this ten minutes and that ten seconds, as equal things.
The consequence is that to consider everything equally as objects, it is necessary to take this line of argument
to its limit, and to agree to formalize objects step-by-step. The minimal object that one obtains, which has no
other determination than being something, being outside itself, in the world, is what I call a thing. We have seen
that this thing is not inaccessible, for it is not in-itself nor absolutely indeterminate, it is determined a minima
(which means that it is always the result of a process) and outside itself.
On this view, a thing is contrasted with Harman’s real object, which is in-itself and absolutely withdrawn, and
therefore outside of access.

EITHER ONE OR THE OTHER
For this reason, I think that my project and Harman’s are faithful in different ways to the same imperative: that
of being equal with objects.
I choose a path that leads me to treat no-matter-what as a thing and to explode the spatio-temporal constraints
therefore dialectical in some way. But there is a price to pay. My thing hardly has anything to do with objects
of common sense or at least the objects that “object-oriented ontologies” would like to account for. No-matterwhat being something, my thing is too formal: each instance of something, each event, and each part of each
football teams, words, ghosts, falsities, golden mountains, and square circles, but also and above all parts of
t, and in the following moment, and the hundred
moments before, and ten seconds before that... Therefore, my world hardly resembles a collection of objects,
but rather a generalized decomposition of this world—certainly a nightmare.
On the other hand, Harman chooses to remain at the level of objects and not to break with the common sense
more concrete, more easily discernible. The price to pay for his ontology is that it presupposes time and space
with essence and eidos). But what is his theory of time? Is he a presentist or an eternalist?26 Permanentist or
endurantist?27 For me, he considers that each instance of this tree (and not only its qualities) as seconds, hours,
and seasons pass, is a different sensual object, and thus that the tree throughout time is a secondary object that
is constructed from the series of all successive trees. Or he considers that the tree as time passes is one and the
same sensual object, in which case the tree at this instant is only a part, an instance, or sub-product of this tree.
What the classical metaphysical dilemmas on time teach us is that it is impossible to consider temporal objects

Yet the very principle of our two projects was to demonstrate the equality of objects, and to endeavor to produce
neither “less-than-things” nor “more-than-things.” I think that the only solution consists in treating the tree
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at each moment and the enduring tree equally by claiming that both are equally distinct things. But in doing
thing—one loses the “common sense” of the object.
The support of identity is for Harman a solidly structured object, between the real object and the sensual object,
between an object and its qualities. He borrows from the classical model of substantiality and endows it with
an innovative meaning. Internally, his model is strengthened by space and time. But in this way, he gives up

Faced with this dilemma, I think that Harman chooses to safeguard the “sense of the object,” its identity,
especially since the tradition of thought he comes from is not dialectical and does not seek to consider the
in-itself, and therefore produces a more formal picture, less obvious and less close to the sense of the object.
But it attempts to produce the weakest possible ontological constraint and to consider no-matter-what as a
object. It does so, however, in order to reconstruct this possibility, which is not presupposed but obtained by

VARIABLE INTENSITIES
demand: requiring a formal determination of an object, being nothing but a thing, broad enough to embrace
intensities.
Like me, Harman appears suspicious of philosophies of intensity. He does not think that the world is composed
and traversed only by variable intensities—a view he criticizes, for example, in Manuel DeLanda’s work.
However, the aim of my project is not to presuppose that the world is constituted by intensities, but to rediscover
cannot do without intensities—otherwise I would no longer have time or any possibility of identifying or
reidentifying my tree—which are dispersed in as many things as there are temporal instances.

relation of an object to itself. Insofar as no in-itself exists, where nothing is in-itself in the model that I advance,
an object related to itself cannot be itself. But as this object is not absolutely otherwise, as it cannot relate or
be related to itself as to any other object, it is not capable of being either itself or another. In fact, it relates to
itself as to either more or less itself, but never equally itself. Equality is formal and only belongs to things, not
to objects. In this way, I relate to myself, I am always either a little more or a little less than myself. I am not
myself, but I am not completely other either.
28

the present is the
maximal intensity of presence. The present I is myself such that no I is more myself than the present I. A past I
is an I less myself. But this is valid for every object: the tree of a year ago is a little less intensely present than

Form and Object is therefore, if not a dialectical work, at least a twofold work. First, it deprives objects of their
qualities and determinations in order to have at one’s disposal a minimal concept of things. Second, it orders

In contrast, Harman’s work is marked by uniqueness; it is a genuine theory of objects.
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I arrive at things by depriving objects of their determinations, and then order them again into categories and
intensities. Harman never betrays the level of objective reality. He isn’t as formal as I am. The spatio-temporal
constraints that he integrates into two of the four tensions of his fourfold guarantee that he will never dissolve
his objects, whether they are physical, imaginary, or contradictory, into mere “somethings.” He also never
social classes, gender, or racialism—all kinds of discussions that concern less the “objects” than the objective

On this view, Form and Object may disappoint those who strictly adhere to “object-oriented ontology.” It is a

In that way, I deviate from the principle that I thought to have had in common with Harman, which consists in
avoiding the overmining and undermining of objects, or, in my own words, in not producing “less-than-things”
nor “more-than-things.” I do not exactly contravene this principle, since I do not reduce objects to less or to
more than objects, but I do not really think at the level of what we call objects. Common sense objects populate
the pages of Harman’s work: cotton, diamond, unicorns, apples, hammers, Japanese ghosts, or the European
community. I plunge deeper towards formal things, or I rise higher towards classes and intensities.
But I think I remain faithful to the other imperative posited in the early pages of this article: to prove equality
and to consider everything equally as objects, including parts of objects or temporal moments.
My tropism towards a dialectics without overcoming, which is expressed in Form and Object through the
principle, which balances out. Equality exists between myself and all objects, but not at the objective level.
Harman’s objects are at the objective level, but they are not exactly equal to all other objects.

CHANCE AND PRICE
My project was born from a personal tension between the analytical and dialectical ways of thinking. Harman’s
that I seek to be equal with all things, to the point of losing the common sense of things. I think that Harman
seeks to account for common sense objects, to the point of not considering everything equally as objects. We
meet at the precise point where our ways of thinking enjoin us both, for different reasons, to consider objects
equally. In my own terms, the price that his way of thinking pays is the chance of my own, and the chance of
his is the price that my way of thinking pays.
And since I have obtained through my past discussions with Harman the means to better understand our two
projects, I am certain that I will read his response, sooner or later, in order to better understand our two ways of
thinking and what brings us together and separates us.
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24. Garcia, Forme et objet, 72-74.
25. I treat space as a determination that one can neutralize by considering that, formally speaking, a part is not less than the
whole. Each branch of the tree must be something as much as the tree that comprehends all its branches.
26. The eternalist thinks that “objects existing in past times and objects existing in future times are just as real as objects
existing at the present.” Trenton Merricks, “Goodbye Growing Block” Oxford Studies in Metaphysics 2 (2006, 103). The
presentist does not only think that only present objects exist, but also that objects that exist all exist in the present—in other
words, that a past object is only past today.
27. The perdurantist believes that objects have temporal parts. The endurantist believes that an object is entirely present at
each moment of its temporal existence. David Lewis makes the distinction between the two positions.
28. Tristan Garcia, “Un autre ordre du temps. Pour une intensité variable du maintenant” Revue de Métaphysique et de
Morale 4 (October 2011, 469-486).

TRISTAN GARCIA AND THE THING-IN-ITSELF
Graham Harman

It is a rare pleasure to have this exchange with Tristan Garcia, whose intriguing book Forme et objet will soon
appear in English translation.1 Garcia has now written an amiable and insightful account of the similarities and
differences between our philosophies, which in his words “provide a rare example of ways of thinking that
intersect and meet at certain places and concepts, even though they derive from very different traditions and
that matter. We still have ample disagreement when it comes to philosophical principles. Among other things,
Garcia is right to note that my thinking is less dialectical than his. But my resistance to dialectic in ontology
does not extend to its powerful presence in biography. We express our ideas best by contrast with those of
neighboring thinkers, who force us to articulate what was previously left unsaid in our work. This can be a
lengthy process, one that unfolds not just in conceptual space but also in biographical time: through personal
meetings, series of ripostes, and even intervals of tension. I still learn much from disagreement after fourteen
years of acquaintance with Bruno Latour and half as many with Quentin Meillassoux, and expect to learn no
less during what I hope will be decades of communication with Garcia. The present response is merely the
opening scene of a play whose end date remains unknown.
Midway through his article, Garcia expresses perhaps the central point of disagreement between our respective
positions:
A noteworthy characteristic of Harman’s work is his reevaluation of the thing-in-itself. According to
him, the real object always withdraws, inaccessible and in-itself. We know that this analysis is drawn
from his reading of Heidegger’s tool-analysis… Yet the model I propose is different. For me, the initself is… the foil of Form and Object… In my model, a thing is always outside-itself, and is either
in something other than a thing, or in another thing. But a thing-in-itself is meaningless for me. More
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Hence the title of my response: “Tristan Garcia and the Thing-in-Itself.” Whereas Meillassoux and I simply
disagree over who has the right concept of the in-itself (Meillassoux thinks it is that which can be mathematized,
while for me this is a philosophical nightmare),2 with Garcia there is basic disagreement as to whether the initself exists at all. The other differences between us perhaps boil down to this one alone. But to reach the point

1. OBJECT-ORIENTED PHILOSOPHY: INSPIRATIONS AND NEIGHBORS
all things equally without prematurely reducing some to others. For this reason we have a shared admiration
for the Austrian School of the latter decades of the nineteenth century and the early decades of the twentieth.
Triggered by the charismatic teaching of Franz Brentano in Vienna, the Austrian School was long preoccupied
with the status of objects. Edmund Husserl’s phenomenology (with Martin Heidegger as its transformative
crown prince) emerged in large part through Husserl’s intellectual struggle with Brentano’s brilliant Polish
student Kazimierz Twardowski, whom Garcia mentions above.3 Twardowski distinguished, far more clearly
than Brentano, between an object outside the mind and a content inside the mind. After a long struggle with
these ideas, Husserl countered by imploding both of these terms into the sphere of consciousness, with
“object” becoming an ideal enduring unit and “content” becoming a series of shifting adumbrations of objects
(Abschattungen). The orange intended by my consciousness is not outside the mind (as it is for Twardowski)
hand. Object vs. content is no longer a struggle between the hidden outer world and the visible world of
experience, but becomes a tension within the visible itself. The method of phenomenology is to disentangle
these two poles from one another, so as to gain intuition into the essential features of the orange and all other
objects: those attributes that an object cannot lose without becoming something else. Heidegger should be read
as giving a basically realist critique of this method. Though Heidegger never escapes the Kantian correlation
between thought and world, both composing half of any situation we can talk about, he would not treat the
orange as simply an enduring core within the visible realm. For Heidegger there is always withdrawal (Entzug)
behind all presence, and the name of what withdraws is Being. Heidegger’s question of being must be seen as
a fresh assault on the idealisms of Hegel and Husserl.4
Garcia’s philosophical background, unlike mine, does not lie in phenomenology. He speaks of the “analytical
and dialectical” origins of his thinking, and by “analytical” I believe he means nothing less than AngloAmerican analytic philosophy, which has found numerous enthusiasts among Garcia’s younger generation
of French philosophers.5
Austrian roots to Garcia’s thought about objects as well, as can be seen elsewhere in his radical defense of
Alexius Meinong’s Gegenstandstheorie against its famous dismissal at the hands of analytic heroes Bertrand
Russell and Willard van Orman Quine.6 In this respect, the debate between me and Garcia might be viewed less
as a combat between my strange phenomenology and Garcia’s strange analytic-dialectical standpoint than a

smaller portions. Or as Garcia puts it near the close of his essay:
Common sense objects populate the pages of Harman’s work: cotton, diamond, unicorns, apples,
hammers, Japanese ghosts, or the European community… I think that I seek to be equal with all
things, to the point of losing the common sense of things. I think that Harman seeks to account for
common sense objects, to the point of not considering everything equally as objects.
Though I would hardly use the term “common sense” to describe such objects as unicorns, Japanese ghosts, and
the European community, the assessment is basically correct. Garcia rightly contrasts his view with my own
when he adds: “My world is populated not only with football teams, words, ghosts, falsities, golden mountains,
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time t, and in the following moment, and the hundred moments before, and ten seconds before that.”

Heidegger, so decisive for object-oriented philosophy.7 Recent scientistic philosophy gives Husserl a bad
press due to the obvious (though oft-denied) idealism of his position. Phenomenology is grounded entirely
in how entities appear, and this leaves only a subordinate role for the physical sciences, with their everincreasing roster of things and natural causes outside the mind. I gladly join scientistic philosophy in rejecting
phenomenological idealism completely. Yet it would be mistaken to see Husserl as nothing but an idealist, since
he is also an object-oriented idealist, however unlikely this combination may sound. Whereas the empiricist
primary ingredients of experience, and qualities
as merely secondary
tension and drama he uncovered within the realm of phenomena, and its internal strife between intentional
objects and intentional qualities. For various reasons, I prefer the terms sensual objects and sensual qualities,
and Garcia follows my usage in referring to the “sensual” in his article above. This is one tension explored by
object-oriented philosophy: the duel between sensual objects and sensual qualities, and Garcia is right that I
identify this tension with time. The experience of time is that of sensual objects remaining relatively durable
amidst swirling changes in their surface aspects. If such tension did not exist, it would never occur to anyone
to speak of something called time.
That brings us to Heidegger. What bothered Heidegger was the priority that phenomenology granted to
presence before the mind, or “presence-at-hand” (Vorhandenheit).8
upon or taken for granted rather than present to the mind. The fact that we are not usually conscious of our
bodily organs or atmospheric oxygen does not change the fact that they were there all along, providing cryptic
support for whatever is explicitly present. Reality tends to become present only when something goes wrong:
when it breaks, when it turns up missing. The cosmos is a constant reversal between absence and presence,
veiled and unveiled, concealed and revealed, ready-to-hand and present-at-hand. This difference between being
and beings is known by the technical name “the ontological difference”; unfortunately, Heidegger uses it for
two distinct purposes, leading to widespread confusion. In one sense the ontological difference means the key
insight just described: there is always something deeper than phenomenal presence, something hidden that
occasionally erupts into presence. But in a second and completely different sense, Heidegger uses “ontological
difference” to refer to the distinction between the one and the many. Unlike the visible world with its plethora
of individual beings, withdrawn being supposedly harbors no plurality.
For this reason, Heidegger’s contempt for presence often takes the form of a general contempt for individual
Heidegger is “earth,” and he seems to recognize one and the same earth at the basis of all his varying exmples
9

individual beings
oriented philosophy. Whereas Husserl discovered a tension between sensual objects and sensual qualities,
Heidegger is concerned with a separate tension between real objects and sensual qualities. The real hammer

since it speaks of the same interplay between relation and non-relation that we mean when speaking of space.
For reasons argued in my book The Quadruple Object, we must also make room in our model for the other two
tensions: real objects vs. real qualities (or essence) and sensual objects vs. real qualities (or eidos). The research
program of object-oriented philosophy is to explore the various tensions or gaps between the two kinds of
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objects and two kinds of qualities (yielding time, space, essence, and eidos), and to survey the breakdown of
these tensions as well (yielding simulation, allure, causation, and theory
both of my debt to the phenomenological tradition and my attempt to capitalize on that debt.

substance, which Garcia rightly links with my own object-oriented stance. The pre-Socratic philosophers, for
all their differences, were underminers of objects (my term) who reduced objects to that which is less-thanobjects (Garcia’s term). Mid-sized everyday entities such as tables, chairs, and trees were reduced either to
basic physical elements (water, air, or atoms) or to some formless primordial lump (the apeiron). Plato might
be taken instead for an overminer of objects (my term), someone who reduced them upward to that which is
more-than-objects (Garcia’s term). Individual entities were replaced by their look or form, their eidos, and thus
earthly rubbish in comparison with the ideal form of the horse. Aristotle’s genius lay in countering both of
these tendencies, allowing neither a downward reduction of horses to water or atoms, or an upward reduction of
horses to a universal eidos of all horses. Instead, individual things were given the status of primary substances,
while Plato’s ideas were consigned to derivative status as “secondary” substances. Indeed, individual entities
(by no means the case in our own era). The problem with the Aristotelian tradition of substance-philosophy
is its tendency to privilege what analytic philosophers call “natural kinds.” This can be seen clearly in G.W.
Leibniz’s distinction between “substance” and “aggregate,” according to which a man is a substance but a circle
of men holding hands is not, or a tree is a substance but the Dutch East India Company is not. This privilege of
such as the United Nations, the First Armored Division, and the Vodafone Corporation are not given the same
status as such supposed simples as humans, horses, and trees. Another problem is Leibniz’s Christianized
tendency to hold that substances are immortal and cannot be produced after God’s initial act of creation, an
assumption obviously foreign to Aristotle himself. My position shares with Garcia’s (though in very different
all entities, not just a privileged and

Another object-oriented trend in twentieth century philosophy was launched by Alfred North Whitehead, and
continues today in the increasingly prominent thought of Latour. The strong point of this trend is its elimination
in principle of any special role for humans in ontology. For Immanuel Kant, the relation between thought and
world was always central: to speak of the collision of two rocks could only mean to speak of the phenomenal
categories, none of them necessarily applicable beyond phenomena to the things-in-themselves. For Whitehead
and Latour this human privilege is nowhere to be found, even if some critics of Latour hold that he never fully
abandons it.10 Instead, Whitehead and Latour pursue a de-humanized cosmos in which all relations between all
entities are on equal footing. The human perception of a tree is no different in kind from a bird’s or raindrop’s
collision with a tree, even if the human case turns out to be more intricate and fascinating. All entities are on
the same plane in relation to each other, or as Whitehead puts it, in “prehending” each other. We should salute
this aspect of the emerging Whitehead/Latour relational ontology, and also salute its refusal to valorize one
particular type of entity such as the natural, the simple, or the eternal.11 In principle these philosophies allow
us to place supposed “aggregates” such as machines and international banks on the same level as plants,
animals, and atoms. What object-oriented philosophy rejects in this philosophical current is its tendency to treat
entities as purely relational or agential. For Whitehead, entities turn out to be nothing more than their relations;
for Latour, they turn out to be nothing more than the sum total of their effects on other entities. As a result,
there are no enduring things for these two philosophers, but only perishing instantaneous “actual occasions”
(Whitehead) or actors that exist in one time and one place only (Latour). On this point Whitehead and Latour
are closer to Garcia than to me, despite his lack of obvious intellectual debt to either. Like both of these authors,
Garcia grants reality to the apple at time T1 even though he denies reality to an apple-in-itself that would endure
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despite wildly shifting features at times T1, T2, T3, T4, T5….
By now the reader should have a sense of the basic principles of object-oriented philosophy and how it resembles
and differs from Husserlian and Heideggerian phenomenology, Aristotelian philosophies of substance, and the
relational philosophies of Whitehead and Latour. Thus we can return to the central point of this article: the
similarities and differences between my object-oriented philosophy and the neighboring thought of Tristan
Garcia. Though Garcia has already summed up the issue skillfully, I will present the topic from a slightly
different angle.

2. OBJECTS AND THE COMPACT
lecture on Meinong, but is also visible in his article above. Philosophy must account for everything that exists
without reducing anything to its causes, its components, its images, its effects, or anything else. Yet for me
this anti-reductionism holds not for everything, but for objects
per se is irreducible to the
in shadow is reducible to the apple per se. There is a frank asymmetry here. Garcia is right to say that “our
common theoretical opponent is every kind of thinking that denies objecthood to some objects,” with the sole
difference that I am perfectly happy to say that some things exist but still do not count as objects. They too
must be included in philosophy, of course, but this does not entail that they cannot be subordinated to the object
servant class of “sub-objects,” and this point lies at the heart of our philosophical difference. After all, Garcia’s
domains of animate or inanimate, thinkable or unthinkable, objects.” More than this, for Garcia all relations
and T2 is no closer than that between
1
apple T1 and a bulldog, dragon, or square circle. By contrast, “Harman considers that an object does not relate
to its different temporal occurrences in the way that any object relates to any other object. Time [for him] is a

space is also a privileged relation between the same real object and its various manifestations in the sensual
of identity, [he] must presuppose this identity. I assume that this tree is the same tree in the spring and in the
autumn to be able to construct this tree as an object in time. What warrant do I have to assume this?”
My response is that the point is demonstrated in my books rather than simply assumed, and the demonstration

Garcia’s question hinges on the apparent fact that the springtime tree and the autumnal tree evidently have very
different qualities, and therefore any effort to equate the two trees requires a further leap that amounts to a mere
assumption. It is not even necessary to rely on a drastic contrast between spring and autumn, since we might
already ask by what right I assume that the tree is the same at dawn, noon, and dusk, or when viewed from
every angle of the compass or at every feasible distance. This way of looking at things puts Garcia very close to

can I infer (or assume) that one and the same apple is responsible for a series of similar appearances which
(an empiricist in the sense of William James rather than David Hume), the tree is derivative of its tree-effects
rather than its tree-qualities. But for Latour as for Whitehead, the absolute concreteness of the tree at any instant
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comes before any hypothesis of an underlying tree that can shift between numerous different times of year.
at different moments, but not for a tree lying deeper than these moments and capable of enduring from one to
the next.
Yet the basic philosophical gesture of Husserl is to reverse this situation completely. For Husserl it would
be phenomenologically false to say that I see varying tree-apparitions at times T1, T2, T3, T4, T5… and then
naively posit or assume an underlying object to link them. Instead, I look straight through the details of these
appearances and directly grasp the tree as a unit, recognizing it as the same tree regardless of its shifting

appeal. 12 In the sensual realm the empiricists are wrong to assume that the world is made up primarily of highly
naively posited substrata. We must admit that Garcia’s motives are both clear and admirable. Object-oriented
philosophy denies that a tree can be reduced either downward to its chemical composition or upward to its
current use by landscapers, and Garcia holds in analogous fashion that the anti-reductionism should not stop
there: we should not reduce the tree at T1 to a mere sub-object of the tree per se. This position initially seems
more consistent and certainly more radical than my own. But this apparent consistency comes at a price, as we
will see.
Garcia’s claim that we cannot assume the existence of an identical tree-object lying behind concrete manifestations
might also be turned against the existence of real objects no less than sensual ones. For example, by what right
can we assume that one and the same
explicitly broken? Why not treat these as three concretely different entities, rather than superstitiously posit
a single hammer-in-itself concealed behind them all, as if in adherence to Western noun-verb grammar? A
moment ago I tried to show that the unity of the sensual object behind numerous manifestations is experienced
directly; the empiricist wish to treat the tree at times T1, T2, T3… as separate entities linked only via assumption
But the criterion of direct access does not also hold for real
behind multiple manifestations cannot be experienced directly at any time, and therefore can only be deduced.
We can state this deduction in the form of a reductio ad absurdum: if there were no hidden hammer-in-itself,
but only a series of determinate hammer-manifestations, then no change could ever occur in the world. For
every manifestation would already be all that it is, holding no surplus in reserve that could surge forth in a later
moment and be expressed in the world. The fact that there is change in the world shows that something lies
behind any manifestation (this is essentially the same argument as Heidegger’s against Husserl) and is capable
of manifesting differently under different circumstances.
By contrast, Garcia’s position entails the denial of any hidden reservoir of the in-itself deeper than any concrete
manifestation. The tree at T1 and the tree at T2 have no closer relationship than that between the tree at T1 and ice

“make[s] room for neither an accessible nor inaccessible in-itself.” He treats objects as the difference between
that-which-is-in-them and that-in-which-they-are, between their internal components and their external
contexts. For purposes of comparison, my own model holds that a tree is more than its molecules and less than
its current appearance and use. Although Garcia initially seems to agree on this point, by making the object
the difference between that which is in it and that in which it is, rather than avoiding both undermining and
overmining (as I aim to do) he seems to perform both reductive operations simultaneously. For if a tree is the
difference between its physical components and its current contextual position, then it will be hyper-sensitively
dependent on both of these. To remove one needle from the pine tree will obviously change the “difference”
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between the tree’s parts and its environment, and the same holds true if another nearby tree is knocked down.
The only way to prevent such ontological hypersensitivity is to accept a tree-in-itself midway between the two
extremes that is not overly sensitive to all changes in those extremes. But by excluding the thing-in-itself from
the outset, Garcia ends up with a blatantly relational ontology, since objects will now inevitably shift whenever
their inner or outer relations shift. I have argued against relational ontology for other reasons, but Garcia might

in-themselves not exhausted by their current relations. Instead of saying that the tree per se and the tree at T1
are equally real, he denies the tree per se altogether, thereby showing as much hostility to non-relational objects
as either Whitehead or Latour.
Thus it is not entirely accurate when Garcia portrays our respective views on objects and events as if they
were the same. As he puts it: “Harman and I share the idea that what one calls ‘object’ (or ‘thing,’ in my case)
is primarily what every operation of the division of the world, of the real, of the cosmos, and of that which
is, rests on. One may divide the world into events, but one will end up attributing to these events the same
properties attributed to objects.” In Forme et objet Garcia treats the relation between objects and events in
a subtle manner, so I would not wish to oversimplify his understanding of these terms. But it seems clear
that his notion of an object (as the difference between that which exists in it and that in which it exists) is a
better match for my conception of an event, given the utter concreteness of a tree at any time T1. Both kinds of
objects recognized by my model, the real and the sensual, are partially indeterminate with respect to their exact
properties, and therefore are incommensurable with any concrete event. By contrast, Garcia’s objects might
better be termed “events,” at least in the sense in which I use that term. The price Garcia pays for insisting that
events not become sub-objects is that objects as things-in-themselves are banished from the cosmos altogether.
Flatness is maintained only on the condition that every en soi is extinguished.
I will end this response with one observation and one minor correction to Garcia’s otherwise very accurate
by the dialectical tradition. What is particular to Garcia’s conception of the negative is that every thing exists in
alone, that is, a solitary thing existing only in its negative. The table is only something, in the widest and least
determinate sense, when it is comprehended in everything that is not the table
contrast between thing and object, around which his entire book is structured according to a twofold split in the
table of contents. Thing vs. object is not a taxonomy of two different kinds of entities, but two ways in which
every entity can be considered. For Garcia, the thing is solitary, alone in its contrast with everything else– the
world. An object is an entity insofar as it is not solitary, but engaged in determinate relations with other objects,
either comprehending or comprehended by them. Ultimately, all these objects combine into what Garcia calls

not agree that all objects combine into a single super-large object). I am not convinced by Garcia’s argument
that the in-itself is impossible insofar as “if there were a thing-in-itself, it could only be in-itself in the world,
that is, in something other than itself. Therefore, no in-itself exists in itself.” This argument only works if we
accept Garcia’s notion that the thing must have an active relation to world as its form or other, rather than this
other being merely conceptually derived. And here we see further evidence of how I am less dialectical than
Garcia, since the dialectic is primarily concerned with the negativity inherent in our thought of things, rather
than the things in their own right. I see no reason to believe that things in their own right have any contact with
a negative. A chair or goose has no need of “world” as its negative form or other in order to be an individual
being.
But what really interests me here is the historical novelty of Garcia’s idea of world. As he sees it, all things
share the same world. World is the uniquely special non-thing to which all things in their solitude are related.
In the history of philosophy such appeals to a non-thing or super-thing shared by all entities is usually meant to
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allow that non-thing be a bridge shared by all things and letting them enter into relation with each other. This
is true for instance in the occasionalist tradition, in which the impossible causal relations between things are
saved only the presence of God as a universal causal mediator through which alone things come into contact.
for me, objects do not mutually withdraw, and thus they have no problem making direct causal contact. Rather
than the universal non-thing being a God that links the unlinked, Garcia’s universal non-thing is a world that
separates that which is already
unsure what this world is supposed to accomplish, but there may be further twists to come in Garcia’s future
development of the concept.
I will end with one small point of disagreement with Garcia’s presentation of my position. He writes that
“Harman’s real object is in-itself, and his sensual object is in what perceives it. For me, an thing is outside
of itself, in the world, and an object is in another thing.” Garcia’s point here is to show his similarity of
outlook with my own, before going on to note correctly “a kind of tonal difference” between our respective
positions. However, for me the sensual object is not in the real object that perceives it, but in a larger real object
that contains both the sensual object and the real object that perceives it. This is my attempt to do justice to
Husserl’s insight that intentionality is both one and two. My encounter with the sensual tree is not contained
in the real object me, but in the compound object formed from both me and the tree as its components, and the
real me and the sensual tree are both contained in this larger object. What this means is that Garcia’s treatment
of all relations as part-whole relations does not differentiate his position from my own, since I too treat the
true, nonetheless, that Garcia’s model of part and whole comes from set theory while mine is much closer to
the Husserl of the Logical Investigations, with perhaps a dash of panpsychism added (or “polypsychism,” as
I prefer).

human species, speciesism and antispeciesism, social classes, gender, or racialism– all kinds of discussions
less as a temperamental or intellectual distinction than as a sheer personal achievement by Garcia. Whereas
the older Speculative Realists have often procrastinated, treading cautiously towards full-blown systems, the
younger Garcia has simply taken the bull by the horns and given us a system in one shot. This boldness will not
be the least of the lessons we learn from him.
Another crucial aspect of Garcia’s philosophy is his conception of intensity, which feeds directly into his
concept of time. But since this is the aspect of philosophy that I understand the least, and since I do not yet
see how something can be more or less itself in a philosophy where all adumbrations are created equal, I will
philosophy never quite grasp the key differences clearly enough, so that several years are necessary for a
dialogue or debate to take shape. This is why I consider the present response nothing more than an early attempt
at orientation, not only for the reader, but even for myself.
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it isn’t. I can mis-analyze all phenomena up to and including my own psychic life, which is precisely why the profession
of “therapist” exists. But it is nonsense to suggest that the identity of an intentional object can only be determined by
“transtemporal identity criteria” such as identical neural patterns activated by the tree over time, since I could be wrong in
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recent version of the scientistic argument against Husserl, see page 626 (among other passages) of Thomas Metzinger, Being
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Graham Harman, “The Problem with Metzinger,” Cosmos and History, Vol. 7, No 1 (2011), pp. 7-36.

BADIOU AND MALLARMÉ: THE EVENT AND THE PERHAPS

From the January 5, 1976 seminar of Theory of the Subject to Five Lessons on Wagner, which appeared in 2010,
Mallarmé is mobilized on numerous occasions in the philosophical work of Alain Badiou. There is a continuous
presence of a never-renounced master, but also a strategic presence, convoked at the decisive point of the event
as such, in Meditation 19 of Being and Event (BE
his publications over thirty years, is not without a recurrent taking-of-distance, at times discreet, at others
more pronounced. I want to try to show here that this taking-of-distance is in some sense reciprocal: certain
reservations of Badiou towards Mallarmé can be inverted into discrete resistances of Mallarméan poetics vis-àvis Badiou’s philosophy. I would like in particular to sketch out the following thesis: the Mallarméan perhaps,
as we discover it in Coup de dés, is not identical to the Badiouian event. This can be seen from two points of

to show that, from the Mallarméan viewpoint, the perhaps is not so much a Badiouian event as an alternative
mode of thinking the undecidable. I want thus to work out a difference of nature, at once tenuous and, I believe,
consistent, between the two notions. A difference which, through the ensuing contrast, will illuminate the
discrete divergence of the poet and the thinker.

encounters nevertheless a major question posed by Badiou in his lessons on Wagner: in what must the modern
ceremony consist? In sum, I will attempt to construct a Mallarmé other than that of Badiou, but capable in

I. THE EVENTAL DEVALORIZATION OF THE PERHAPS
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Logics of Worlds (LW).
him—Badiou installing himself within this narrow space that separates divergence from renunciation.
Coup de dés
Here is the passage:
There are only bodies and languages, except that there are truths.One will recognize here the style of

the compatible languages), is for me the initial empirical evidence. There is no doubt whatsoever
this evidence is materialist, since it does not requires any splitting of worlds, any intelligible place,
2

We see that the statement of Coup de dés
Coup de dés is corrected as soon as it
is convoked. Two terms of the Mallarméan sentence (already separated from the multiplicity of its interpolated
LW
Coup de dés was precisely convoked twenty years earlier, in BE, in order to support the analysis of the event,

from the point of the situation, the toss of the dice remains undecidable on account of the Master’s hesitation

BE and LW? How can
what may seem emblematic of the 1988 approach be crossed out in the 2006 citation? Has Badiou distanced
himself—and even considerably distanced himself—in the meantime from his master Mallarmé?
LW stems from the fact that it is this time a question,
not of the event in itself as in BE, but of truths. In order to grasp this difference of viewpoint, we must recall
forcing in Meditation 35 of BE
[of the situation] forces the statement to be veridical in the new situation (the situation supplemented by an
3

that of the discovery of Neptune by Le Verrier in 1846. The initial situation is that of Newtonian astronomy.
In this situation, the event corresponds to the irregularities of Uranus’ trajectory. It is always possible to say that
these irregularities in no way constitute a decisive disruption for astronomy, on the grounds that they result, for

the theory of universal gravitation, and requires the re-founding of physics in its entirety. In effect, Uranus’
called upon to transform. Le Verrier’s originality was to wager on the evental nature of this irregularity for the
astronomy of his time, by formulating a hypothesis in what Badiou calls the subject-language (a language that
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precision, which enables Le Verrier to connect in the future anterior the statement of the subject-language and
if such a planet with such an orbital trajectory, still unknown, is observed, then it will have rendered true the

capture of the event proceeds from a wager anterior to every knowledge, since it is this wager, precisely, that
engenders knowledge: it is because Le Verrier recognized in the irregularities of Uranus the possible presence
of an astronomical event (the discovery of a new planet) that he undertook calculations aimed at sparking off
new telescopic observations: proof that this wager is not itself the result of a calculation or an observation, but
their very source.
Thus, there is indeed—initially—a decision of the subject: a wager that is authorized only by itself, at the
point of undecidability of the event. Another proof that this wager is not supported by any knowledge is
that it could have very much turned out to be false. This is in effect what happened to Le Verrier himself—
something mentioned less often—when he analyzed in the same fashion the irregularities of Mercury’s
trajectory: he supposed once again the presence of an unknown planet, which he named Vulcan and which was

scale, for that of Newton.
But if the event is undecidable, truth for its part—which is to say, the new situation produced by the forcing of
the statement of the subject-language—proceeds indeed from a knowledge. Here is what Badiou writes on this
, since it bears on a term of the situation (which is thus
presented and named in the language of the situation) and a statement of the subject-language (whose names
4
There is no sense in doubting past truths, since all of
them proceed from a forcing, and this is why Badiou can say, in the cited passage from LW

Let’s return, then, to Mallarmé. We understand now that if Coup de dés
for truths, the perhaps is no longer suitable and must be crossed out. But are things in reality so simple? Does
Mallarmé inscribe himself so clearly in the evental and veridical construction deployed by Badiou?

Meditation 35 of BE, gives this time, no longer from Le Verrier, but from Mallarmé himself. Now the event
produces itself in the situation of French poetry after the death of Hugo: it is, parallel to the decline of Parnasse,
poetic act consists in suddenly seeing that an idea becomes fractionated in a certain number of motifs with
5

could only have a referent within a new poetic situation, supplemented by the forcing of the Mallarméan
statement—they are the equivalent of Le Verrier’s unknown planet. The forcing represents what a knowledge

presented and no longer announced. This poem will play the role of the effective observation of a new planet.
But what is then in Mallarmé the name of this poem capable of forcing the veridicity of its statement? There
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is, at this point, a certain hesitation on Badiou’s part, but a hesitation that is in some sense due to the thing
—but the latter having remained incomplete continues to be a
falls back on Coup de dés
a modern poem is the motif of an idea (ultimately, the very idea of the event). The relation between forcing is
6

Let’s understand how these things are articulated: for Badiou, Coup de dés makes the event as such a motif.
The Idea set in the poem—the idea made motif—is that of the event taken for itself in its pure undecidability.
This is why the Hero of the poem, avoiding passive submission to the devastated place just as its opacifying

nature of the event. We said it, that the event took place or not, this cannot be initially the fact of a knowledge,

But, as we have seen, for Badiou, the undecidability of an event is undoubtedly its essence—but certainly not
a relation of forcing, which this time is of the order of knowledge: forcing between the statement of the subjectlanguage that determined the series of inquiries and a term discernible within the situation. The event can only
be apprehended from the point of a statement that thus reverses it originally in the series of inquiries and of the
truth to which it initiates us. If I am not already engaged in inquiries by means of a statement of the subjectlanguage, oriented by the series to come and driven to make investigations, I cannot even conceive that an
event perhaps took place. This is why Badiou subordinates, in Mallarmé, the motif of the in itself undecidable
event to the motif of forcing—that of knowledge—which enables us to access the truth of the statement of
Coup de dés
to the project of the Book, a second time, more insistently, more intrinsically, by subordinating in the midst of
Coup de dés the motif of the event to the forcing produced by the production of the poem Un Coup de dés, a

Nevertheless, this way of articulating Mallarmé’s theses with the logic of forcing can only lead, in my view, to
devaluing or at least relativizing the interest of his poetry—and this from the very standpoint of a philosophy
of the event, that is, from Badiou’s own viewpoint.
In the case of Coup de dés, what resists the idea that there will have been an articulation of eventality and
forcing? Simply the emphatic maintenance of PERHAPS
letters, is in no way posited as provisional, and as awaiting a truth that would come to complete it at the
same time as abolish it, replacing its hypotheticity with an effective certitude. In the poem, this adverb is
instead pronounced as the attribute of the beyond itself, in other words: the eternal attribute of the ultimate
constellation. In Meditation 19 of BE, Badiou makes this PERHAPS

PERHAPS is neither realized nor invalidated—it is on the contrary hypostasized, celebrated for itself, erupting
in the Heavens as an intrinsic property of the constellation—and that is why it is in capital letters, and in an
identical body of characters. There is no hierarchy between the PERHAPS and the constellation: as though
the latter were the realization of the promise contained in the former. In this sense, the Mallarméan Perhaps
silently resists its eventalization à la Badiou: because it is not so much a promise as a pure actuality, a Perhaps
that does not seem destined to disappear and to make place for another thing, because it is itself the sought-
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splintered typography: the Poem, far from abolishing the Perhaps
as an eternal and unsurpassable element of its own effectivity.
Will we thereby say that Mallarmé forced the statement-subject of the poem as motif of the Idea—in this
of a celebration of the Perhaps for itself would come back, in Badiouian logic, to a hypothesis of the event,
of inquiries. We would thus have reasons to suspect in it a mysticism of the event, very obscure and devoid of
consistency. And above all, we would have reasons to think that, by aiming for the event for itself, for its pure
undecidability, Mallarmé lacked in fact its essence, failed to give its rigorous motif, since the veritable essence
of the event is to be a promise of something other than itself alone, and not the will to maintain itself in its
peculiar and vain autarkic resplendence.
If we move now to the

, as another possibility of forcing of the Mallarméan statement, we have other
is not an

statement of the subject-language. But also—and perhaps especially—in that the

This critique of the project of the
Inaesthetics
the project of the
correlated to the anonymity of its author. And the least we can say is that the comparison
does not favor Mallarmé:
Rather than being the author of an oeuvre, Pessoa has laid out an entire literature, a literary
themselves. In this respect, he has greatly surpassed the Mallarméan project of the Book. The
weakness of Mallarmé’s project lay in retaining the sovereignty of the One, of the author—even if
this author made himself absent form the Book to the point of becoming anonymous. Mallarméan

or the All, but instead originarily establish the contingency of the multiple.7

his heart beats henceforth for a new passion, which is not necessarily recent).
We understand, in reading this passage, that there is in truth a profound reason, from Badiou’s point of view,
for crossing out in LW
Coup de dés. A reason that
is not reduced to the fact that we cease to aim, in this statement, for the question of the (undecidable) event in
order to envisage only that of truths (attested by forcing). These words, in effect, can be crossed out twice over,
in Coup de dés or in the
. For Coup de dés, to begin with: the crossing-out arises from the fact that the
emphasis given to the perhaps, its constellatory quasi-hypostasis, risks constituting it on high, in an uncertain
beyond, diffuse, intrinsically indeterminate and yet desired for itself. There is a risk of engendering a vague
points of suspension leave us powerless—in contrast to the sober and painstaking labor of the inquiry required
by the event. As for the
: it is its own idealism, that is, its Hegelian will to totalization, which makes it a
beyond doomed in its turn to an eternal perhaps: in other words, to a basically predetermined failure, turning
the statement of the subject-language into a statement destined to be eternally suspended. To which Badiou can
oppose the empirical evidence that there have been truths (including poetic truths) and that this is the decisive
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point: more than the undecidability of the event, the evidence of truths in the four procedures that produce
them, truths attesting retrospectively to the value of inquiries, and which thereby produce effective, real,

truths have been born.

I would like now to propose another way of grasping of the Mallarméan perhaps, other than that of the event.
I will attempt, in other words, to take up again the givens of the problem that Badiou posed (the statement of
Coup de dés and the
on the other) but by articulating them according to a
logic distinct from that of the event, of the subject-language and of forcing. This will enable me to put forward
a plea for maintaining as is,
Coup
de dés.

will endure because the poetic act consists in suddenly seeing that an idea becomes fractionated in a certain
8

between the vers-libristes and the Parnassians, Mallarmé adopted a singular position that recognized the
that is, metric rules in the strict sense (syllabication, caesura, syllabic division) and rules of rhyme —was
merely an obsolete tool, with a conventional, even political origin (heir to monarchic centralism), but devoid of
any poetic value. For the adepts of regular verse—such as Leconte de Lisle or Heredia—free verse, in contrast,
was in no way poetry, but a prose poem embellished with arbitrary line breaks. Mallarmé, for his part, objects

and cult through poetry: he sought, and this is the material of the notes he left us in the
, to constitute a
ceremony through which the community, delivered from every belief in a transcendence, could contemplate
the immanence of its own divinity. Poetry must thus be understood according to a double polarity: metric
hierarchized in favor of metric verse: for it alone manages to constitute the new religion that is ardently sought

very concretely a defense of rhyme. For rhyme consists precisely in a separation of two consonant words,
initially adjoined in the mind of the poet, which are then separated in order to be distributed in two distinct
simple intuition of an Idea that initially consists in two words brought together by their sound and meaning,
which the poet fractionates thereafter in order to construct verses that are themselves equal by their syllabic
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length), and the poem remains essentially an art of composing these equalities.

simultaneously participates in the most audacious modernity and maintains in a strict fashion the essential
character of regular meter. The complete or quasi-complete victory of free verse in the 20th century would have
meant for him, if he had bore witness to it, a ruinous amputation of poetry. Rhyme, in particular, far from being
to be dual. A rhymed verse is two verses (stanza or distich) separated by a white space, a nothingness whose

essential to the marking of modernity in relation to ancient poetry where verses are unitary totalities and not
relational dualities.
A conversation from October 10, 1891 with Valéry, relayed by the latter in stenographic style, enables us to
understand whence stems Mallarmé’s interest in rhyme, and why he could have perceived in it a solution to
9

Banville is one of Mallarmé’s great admirations, never renounced. In particular, he was a fervent reader of his
Small Treatise of French Poetry (1872) and did not hesitate to correct certain of his sonnets in order to make
them conform to the prescriptions of this treatise. The third chapter of this work developed a singular thesis on
10
In fact, Banville continues, the
Banville was very proud of this thesis, which he presents accordingly as the revelation of a secret that poets had
never revealed to the layman: namely, that the poem is entirely constructed starting from its rhymes. The true
poet, in effect, begins with the intuition of rhymed words—herein resides the source of his genius—and only
afterward constructs the verses, which have no other function than to showcase their consonant ends.

it a possible solution to the crisis of free verse? Because this thesis enabled him to point out the danger of
a regression of free verse in the direction of ancient verse: for if the verse ceased to be metrical, it would
cease to be rhymed, thus dual, encumbered with nothingness, and it would then risk falling back into the
totalizing plenitude of individual verse. Meter—and in particular rhyme—becomes the guarantee of a relational
nothingness set under the principle of verse, and therefore emerges as a form of modernity, and not of archaism.
From this point of view, free verse is potentially reactionary, and alone the preservation on its side of regular
meter will enable the poem to conserve the gains of a structurally relational poetics.

what is thus its relation with the

and Coup de dés

event?
Let’s begin with some reminders. The incomplete Notes for the
were probably composed between 1888
and 1895, thus precisely during the years when Mallarmé is caught in the crisis of free verse, and does not
cease to seek a path in order to respond to it. If the notes are interrupted in 1895, it is particularly because these
pursuits lead him towards Coup de dés
in 1897. It is thus probable that Coup de dés
composition of the Notes for the
, or as a complement to what could be missing from it. My hypothesis is
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that the PERHAPS of Coup de dés
try to demonstrate this.

. Let’s

consist of? What is at stake is the description of a ceremony
is not bound: it is
composed of mobile pages, stowed away in two cabinets made up of pigeonholes. The operator then adjoins the

complete reading of the Book, according to the rules of the ceremonial.
Badiou is right: there is indeed a totalizing design in the
. Although dismembered and never bound
together, although enabling a reading with much broader scope than ordinary books, the Mallarméan

also see that the

is conceived as

revealing the fractionation and continual recombination not only of two verses, but of two pages.
:
he was oriented, after Coup de dés, towards an eternally hypothetical realization of this ceremony. I will try to

once obtained through the articulation of inquiries and of forcing, are guaranteed, always locally, always in a
a fortiori there
the case of human subjects. Well, Mallarmé nevertheless established the eternal undecidability not only of an
event, but of a truth procedure: that of poetry. This is to say that he bore to ideality the possibility that poetry

and especially that of Mallarmé? In fact, such is indeed, we believe, the meaning of Coup de dés and of its
perhaps by the Boatswain at the moment of his ship’s sinking. It is unclear whether this Master—who is also
indeed the poetic Meter at the moment of regular verse’s shipwreck —tossed the dice or not: but the result
which appears in the Heavens under the forms of a Septentrion is simultaneously posited as celestial—divine—
and hypothetical, marked with an indelible PERHAPS

issue has meaning only from the standpoint of the poetry that, in the heritage of Romanticism, claims to be an
absolute and the source of a new religion.
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As we have seen, the vocation of Metric verse, according to Mallarmé, is precisely the re-foundation of the

have, in sum, failed to rival music which, for its part, and under the form of total Wagnerian art, knew how to
set itself up as a new cult.
Nevertheless, Mallarmé considers that it indeed falls to poetry, and not to instrumental music, to constitute a
at once metric verse and free verse, it will

disseminated by their idiosyncrasies. But if it is impossible to doubt the reality of free verse, since it has known
consider that the metric side of verse has fallen into nothingness, at the same time as the ceremony of the
Coup de dés
Number consists precisely in its eternal undecidability.

.

belief, to every univocal ceremonial—the modern balks at the splendor, always pompous for his taste. This
is why all the attempts of new religions in the 19th
and Hugo—fell in his eye, that is, in ours, more or less into ridicule. We cannot revive the dimension of cult,
be it immanent, without secretly considering that there is here—perhaps—something irremediably derisory.

realized very early on that his project of the

Igitur and The Afternoon of a Faun.
Igitur, let’s recall, is depicted descending into the vault of his ancestors, in the process of hesitating, during
the crucial instant of Midnight, to toss the dice he holds in his hand. The tossing of the two dice symbolizes

11

to light—like a miraculous 12 during a game—a verse with such perfection that it seems to enjoy a destinal

that seem illusorily the sign of an intentional will, or in the sublime verses that appear to be produced by a
divine inspiration, when they are merely the fragile work of a poet that might not have been born. The 12 that
equally present in the mediocrity that lets it erupt clearly and in the
fulgurating beauty that apparently negates it.
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poetic act hope to equal
symbiosis with the Eternal? Igitur initiates the solution that will be deployed by Coup de dés
of verse must be produced by a hesitation to toss the dice, a hesitation that is then incorporated into the verse.
In one of the endings of the (incomplete) story, Igitur simply shakes the dice in his hand, before joining the
symbol of the poetic act to come. In the Poem of 1898, this ambiguity is posited in a more radical and clearer
constellation has indeed appeared: the perhaps of the poetic gesture is eternalized to ensure that the (metric)

suggested that the ceremony of the moderns will be a ceremony of hesitation, the sole act capable of comprising
of a poetic and political communion.
The Afternoon of a Faun. Badiou produces a very beautiful commentary
on it in
, by identifying the relation of the Faun to the vanished nymphs with that
of the subject in the face of the vanishing event. We know in fact that the argument of the poem consists in
the ruminations of a Faun wondering if it dreamed its erotic encounter, some time before, with a couple of
(1876)—illustrates the undecidable character (for a knowledge) of the authentic event. I believe that there
fact that the nymphs are
. In effect, we possess many convergent indices (which I cannot mobilize here) that
suggest that Mallarmé is thinking, through this erotic duality, of the encounter of the poet with his rhyme (with
a duality of verses). The two nymphs are originally entwined together, according to a sapphic duo to which the
phallic duo of the Faun’s antlers responds. This double couple—the nymphs, the antlers—is reproduced by the
usage, in the poem, of rhyming couplets: there is an apposition of two feminine rhymes, which are enlaced with
the apposition of two masculine rhymes.
But the passage that unequivocally demonstrates that the nymphs are the rhyme is the following:

At lakes [lacs] where you attend me, bloom once more!
Long shall my discourse from the echoing shore
Depict those goddesses: by masquerades,
12

lacs
where the encounter with the naiads is perhaps situated. But in the evocation of the Faun, it was a question of
a marsh, not a lake, and there was only one and not many. If such is the meaning of the term, we must admit
here a certain arbitrariness on Mallarmé’s part, in that we do not see what calls for the word to be in the plural.
le
é:13
1. Snare used to catch birds, hares and other game.
2. Love knot, cords folded on themselves in order to form a horizontal 8.

14
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they were entwined at the moment of their seizure, which was perhaps equally that of their rapture:
15

La Musique et les Lettres, which appears twenty
years after the Faun, here is what Mallarmé wrote apropos the couple that two verses in a poem make:
The turn of a certain phrase or

[lacs] of a diptych
16

We therefore grasp that the interrogations of the Faun who wakes up, wondering if the memory of this encounter
is real or merely a dream, concern the very heart of poetry: rhyme, already posited as synecdoche of verse in
Faun (1865)—which is anterior, let’s note, to Banville’s Small Treatise. But if the
render the uncertainty perpetual. If Mallarmé appeared preoccupied with the relationship to rhyme before
reading Banville’s Treatise (1872), it is only after having read it that he theorizes the idea that the poet is
destined to be always unaware of the value of his act: did he have the vision of a divine entwinement, an
absolute distich—or was all of this merely a dream?
The Faun’s question is thus the following: is rhyme a phantasm, a simple pleasant assonance, a hackneyed
just like the toss of Coup de dés. And the Faun seems to resign itself to the necessity of this destiny, which
17
Doctrine of rhyme which enables us to understand that the adjoined pages of the
, perceived as visual and danced rhymes, would have no doubt shown, in Mallarmé’s mind, their eternally
doubtful and yet admirable character: the Faun’s philosophy, present implicitly in the Notes for the
, and
Coup de dés.

not function according to the register of the event, because it is aims for itself, and not as undecidable starting
point for a truth process made up of inquiries and forcing. But having said that, I will add that Mallarmé
attempts a response in his own way to the question that guides Badiou’s analyses on Wagner, and which make
the latter turn once again towards the ceremony of the Book, this time in a kind treatment.
Badiou, in effect, concludes his Lessons on Wager with the enigma of Parisfal (1882), an enigma formulable
in the following question: what is the subject of Parisfal? His response is ultimately as follows: the subject of
th
Parisfal
century, that of the possibility of a new ceremony, of a

Parisfal, Badiou concludes, thus
seems to be the undecidable character of the share of restoration and innovation in the future ceremony. The

But the ceremony of Parisfal contains a second repetition, which once again introduces an uncertainty. Badiou
recalls that Wagner wanted Parisfal to be performed only in Bayreuth and did not wish the public to applaud at
the end. Put differently, the performance of the double ceremony—the two quasi-identical ceremonies which
take place successively on the stage—is in its turn
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the sacralization of the place, Wagner intended to demonstrate that it was not a simple spectacle. There will thus
have been a (real) ceremony of the (performed) ceremony. A double splitting in two of the ceremony. And yet,
it is not certain (Badiou thinks otherwise) that there will have been here a new ceremony or even a ceremony
tout court. The performance itself attracts dolled-up bourgeois from the whole world, which, Badiou says, is so
novel difference between the old and the new. Well, I believe that this is what could have reconciled—be it
partially—Mallarmé with Wagner: this whole uncertainty, oscillating between the ridiculous and the sublime,
a failure, not a waiting for another thing, but quite precisely the modern ceremony, according to its intrinsic
the solemn, the constellation and its night.
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DESIRE, ABSENCE AND ART IN DELEUZE AND LYOTARD
Kiff Bamford

In an undated letter, Giles Deleuze writes the following to Jean-François Lyotard:
One thing continues to surprise me, the more it happens that we have shared or close thoughts, the
more it happens that an irritating difference comes into sight which even I don’t succeed in locating.
It is like our relationship: the more I love you, the less I am able to come to grasp it, but what is it?1\
There is a proximity between the work of these two thinkers that remains little considered, it is one that also
since his death, is accompanied by new considerations of desire which echo Lyotard’s libidinal writings
very strongly—Elizabeth Grosz’s 2008 Chaos, Territory, Art: Deleuze and the Framing of the Earth is one
example.2 Because of the close proximity of Lyotard and Deleuze, it is rewarding to carefully consider the
differences among their many similarities (and here I am consciously making no distinction between those
writings authored singly by Deleuze and those written collaboratively with Guattari). The manner in which
both Lyotard and Deleuze write on art might be described as writing with art and artists rather than about them,
insomuch as they give prominence to the ideas, statements and working methods described, and privilege
the role of the artist as enacting a different type of thought.3 In Anti-Oedipus this attitude is clear: “the artist
presents paranoiac machines, miraculating-machines, and celibate machines […] the work of art is itself a
desiring-machine.”4 It is not that they write in two genres: art criticism and philosophy, but that their writings
cross the circumscribed boundaries of these genres to ask questions of each.
The importance of maintaining the difference of the visual is central to both Deleuze and Lyotard and it is
because of a sensitivity to the particularities of the visual that their writings strive to work with that difference,
rather than reduce it to a written form. Both Deleuze and Lyotard work knowingly with the paradox of writing
about art—evoking rather than capturing its force—and it is in wrestling with this dilemma that their approaches
can be particularly rewarding. I will discuss two pieces in particular: Deleuze’s Francis Bacon: The Logic of
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Sensation (1981) which is his most extensive work on a single artist, and Lyotard’s “It’s as if a line...” (1983) on
the Italian artist Valerio Adami.5 I have chosen to focus on this essay because it highlights aspects of separation
and questioning, which encapsulate the differing approaches of Lyotard and Deleuze already apparent in their
earlier exchange at the time of the publication of Deleuze and Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus in 1972 and which
of desire from that of Deleuze and Guattari and to defend his position from their criticisms. This difference
becomes particularly evident in their respective discussions of art and it is here, I contend, that Lyotard’s
approach has a potential which remains little discussed.

LET’S START WITH THE FIGURAL
Start
Discourse,
Figure and is picked up and used by Deleuze ten years later in his Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation.6
as being “hand in glove with desire” and as such shares much with the unconscious in its inability to be
7

negation and consequently cannot act like a language as Lacan would have it or be grasped except through
recognition of its effects, distortions and transformations. Discourse, Figure moves through diverse terrain in
its attack on structural linguistics, Lacanian psychoanalysis and reductive attempts to analyse art in both its
visual and written forms. Yet the speed of its writing is slower than the whirlwinds of Deleuze and Guattari’s
Anti-Oedipus (1972) or Lyotard’s Libidinal Economy
Discourse Figure engages with its interlocutors
in a more traditional manner, referring excessively outside itself in a plethora of footnotes, almost a parody
doctorat
d’état. Lyotard acknowledges the limitations of the book’s form in failing to match the demands of its content
whilst also describing the process by which its focus moves—from Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology to
the whole endeavour.8 In Discourse, Figure
the limitations of structuralist linguistics, but Lyotard is not merely wishing to re-inscribe a phenomenological

sensory elements of Mallarmé’s placings that do not merely signify oppositions within a system but open up
not as opposed to it, but as given “thickness” through the “energetics” of the eye, a process he equates with
the approach to painting by Paul Klee and Jackson Pollock, emphasizing the bodily aspect of each painter’s
that attempts to free itself from the restrictive modes of perception and formulaic means of representation. They
both quote Klee’s aim: “not to render the visible, but to render visible”.9

Pleasure and death are cleaved in the artwork: its formalism is not the sign of the mind, but of the death drive.”10
Lyotard ends a contemporary account of the work with the declaration “
pavés = la plage”: a bitter-sweet reminder of both its revolutionary origins and the essentially political nature
of its attack on ideology.11 Lyotard later expressed a wariness about the extent to which Discourse, Figure
provided answers that were “too convenient” and remained “too close to a conception of the unconscious
coming directly from Freud” but its effects are still evident in his later writing, even where the predominance
of Kant suggests that this libidinal force had been abandoned.12 It is to be hoped that the long-overdue English
translation of Discourse, Figure will aid reconsiderations of his work and the particular sensitivity he shows
intervention.
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DELEUZE AND THE FIGURAL
lexicon—sensation, Bodies without Organs, deterritorialization—but Deleuze also introduces the term
Discourse, Figure: “[Painting] has two possible ways of
or isolation. If the painter keeps to the Figure, if he or she opts for the second path, it will be to oppose the
13

mark of formal distinction and encapsulates that which is central to Bacon’s work for Deleuze—his striving
sensations. Deleuze writes of sensation, following Cézanne and Bacon, as impacting directly on the nervous
system, bypassing the modes of communication which need cerebral decoding: the “violence of sensation”
is an affective sensation coming from matter itself.14 The approach of Bacon, according to Deleuze, is one
for its dramatic impact. Deleuze highlights Bacon’s own hesitation regarding the famous series of screaming
Popes, based on Velázquez’s portraits of Pope Innocent X, and his caution with regard to narrative. Bacon’s
declaration of intent: “I want to paint the scream more than the horror” is repeated twice by Deleuze and again
importance, for Deleuze, of not representing mimetically but through sensation: “The violence of sensation
is opposed to the violence of the represented (the sensational, the cliché).”15 Deleuze suggests that Bacon
questions presumptions with regard to the representation and likens the process to that of Antonin Artaud—who
forces a rethinking of what we understand to be cruelty—similarly, horror is rethought in Bacon’s paintings.
Therefore, despite Bacon’s own misgivings about the overly sensational screaming Popes, Deleuze maintains
their centrality as part of the search for a violence which is invisible: “it is rather the way in which the Pope
himself sees nothing, and screams before the invisible.”16
In this search for the underlying, disruptive forces of sensation we can identify the importance of Lyotard’s
Discourse, Figure
of Discourse, Figure
to sensation and affect but “without resorting to the theoretical presuppositions of Freudian psychoanalysis
or conventional phenomenology”.17 It is to further question the extent of the confusion between Deleuze and
Lyotard that we must consider their different responses to Freud—Is this the ungraspable difference to which
Deleuze refers in the letter quoted at the start of this present article? Deleuze wrote a short but favourable
review of Discourse, Figure in La Quinzaine Littéraire (May 1972), parts of which are incorporated into AntiOedipus. There are three sections of Anti-Oedipus which discuss Discourse, Figure, praising Lyotard’s work
18

desire, Deleuze and Guattari question the role he gives to transgression, arguing that it results in deformation
rather than transformation:
But what can explain the reader’s impression that Lyotard is continually arresting the process, and
steering the schizzes toward the shores he has so recently left behind: toward coded or overcoded
territories, spaces and structures, to which they bring only ‘transgressions’, disorders, and
deformations that are secondary in spite of everything, instead of forming and transporting further
the desiring-machines that are in opposition to the structures, and the intensities that are in opposition
to the spaces?19
The role of disorder and transgression is key to the difference between Lyotard and Deleuze and Guattari, a
difference that can be seen in the later writings on painting. As indicated in the quotation, transgression and
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systems of representation and it is through deformation that the presence of desire is signalled. In his most
concentrated refusal of Lacanian psychoanalysis, the section of Discourse, Figure titled “The Dream-work
Does Not Think”, Lyotard gives an account of the Freudian processes of dream-work to demonstrate their
violence to the order of utterance”.20 It is not an already established order that is then transgressed but a
21
Lyotard accepts that transgression
cannot operate without a limit whereas in the thinking of Deleuze and Guattari there is no ‘beyond’—as
James Williams notes—and therefore no limit.22 It is clear that Lyotard recognizes this difference between
their work, evident in “Capitalism énergumène,” his commentary on Anti-Oedipus: “In Deleuze and Guattari’s
concerning the movement of desire which “is not that of transgressing the limit, but rather of pulverizing
23
The latter gives a foretaste of the libidinal band with which Lyotard
opens Libidinal Economy: where there is no inside or outside there can be no limit, only a continually shifting
the Libidinal Economy

Anti-Oedipus, but it is wrongheaded to
Discourse, Figure. The

and Guattari: he is “continually arresting the process” in his search for that which is rendered mute. This
hesitation is particularly evident in his encounters with art.

BACON AND ADAMI
Lyotard wrote two catalogue essays to accompany exhibitions of work by Valerio Adami, both of which
are incorporated into the book Que Peindre? Adami, Arakawa, Buren, published in 1987 by Éditions de la
Différence as part of the same series as Deleuze’s Francis Bacon: Logique de la Sensation.24 Both publications
are double volume editions consisting of one volume of plates, and one of text. It is Lyotard’s essay ‘It’s as
if a line…’ which I will use here to parallel Deleuze’s work on Francis Bacon in order to highlight the role
of distance and separation in Lyotard’s account which makes it markedly different to that of Deleuze and
Galerie Maeght in Paris in 1983 in a lavishly illustrated edition of the in-house magazine Repères: cahiers d’art
contemporain.25 Previous catalogues for the Galerie Maeght included essays on Adami by Italo Calvino and
Jacques Derrida, the latter being incorporated into The Truth in Painting. However, whilst Derrida’s focus is the
framing devices and the margins of Adami’s drawings, Lyotard’s concern is the drawn line itself and its power.
are central to Discourse, Figure, particularly the distinction between letter and line and the extent to which their
and the textual is a consistent theme throughout Discourse, Figure, analysing the means by which systems of
costruzione
legittima, for example, denies the eye its movement, its peripheral laterality and its plastic sensibility, thereby
by Lyotard in illuminated manuscripts, the work of Masaccio and the paintings of Cézanne. It is in order to
with the re-inscription of corporeal resonance into the plastic space of the line, that which disturbs its signifying
function:
The line is an unrecognizable trace, so long as it does not refer the eye to a system of connotation

to an activity of recognition—for to recognize is to know well. From here on we must proceed with
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caution.26

letter—that the visible aspect of the line is not written out when it is written about: this is at the heart of
Lyotard’s writings on art.
In the Adami issue of Repères the reproductions of drawings, paintings and Lyotard’s lines construct a
dialogue between demands, expectations and styles—the forcefulness of the line and the forms it suggests
are questioned by the disrupted arrangement of space and the staged interlocutors (a frequent device used by
Lyotard) which question our assumptions with regard to the function of the line. The stylistic strategy used by
Lyotard gives presence to the lines themselves in the work of Adami, described as “inhabited by a desire”, they
“make a demand”.27 It is unsurprising that Lyotard moulds his essay around the line because Adami’s is an odd
line—strong, bold, decisive and beautifully curved, it opens up the picture plane to allow space in, if only the
intersecting of planes would conform to the rules of illusion which we have been taught to expect. Even when
a powerful three-dimensionality to emerge in a classical, sculptured manner, it is not permitted to exist without
being overrun: either by the background colour (which will claim some part of the body), or by an abandoned
line (which leaves part of the form missing), or by a shift in chromatic tone which does not allow the hand and
head to co-exist on the same plane.
The following quotation from Lyotard’s text indicates the approach he takes: quoting the artist, he uses these
comments as prompts to his own discussion:
Adami quotes Diderot: ‘To paint the way they talked in Sparta.’ On April 9, 1981, he drew a
Promenade du sceptique [Walk of the Skeptic]: the man, barefoot, walks on his head, the woman
holds a magnifying mirror. She is sliced down the middle from top to toe. It would require this
laconism in order to comment on the drawing and recover its tenderness. Diderot said that pictures
are like great mutes. They disavow beforehand everything we write about them.28

rarely felt in a direct way but is replaced by an internal dialogue in which the drawings and the lines themselves
reminding us of their anteriority: they are there before Adami and his decision to select some, and silence
others. So too, argues Lyotard, the picture is there before the critic, anticipating that which will be written: “the
line anticipates commentary and eludes it.”29
In some respects the materiality of the line, and its independence from either artist or commentator, is similar to
that described by Deleuze and Guattari in “Percept, affect, and concept” (What is Philosophy? 1991), perhaps
their clearest statement about the role and functioning of the arts. Here the artistic gesture is described as
existing independently of the artist and viewer: “The work of art is a being of sensation and nothing else: it
exists in itself.”30 Deleuze and Guattari argue that such a conceptualisation of sensation is possible because

folds can emerge, and are not privileged creators or receivers of sensation.31 The questions which have been

to transcendence in another guise?32 Deleuze responds to such accusations with a further explanation of desire,
explaining that it is not a natural state that is returned to but something which exists when it is “assembled
or machined. You cannot grasp or conceive of a desire outside a determinate assemblage, on a plane which is
not preexistent but which must itself be constructed”.33 This quotation emphasises the extent to which desire,
being mobilised only through “construction” is neither an idealized pre-world, nor a utopian metaphysical goal
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that exists in a “beyond”, but rather that desire is immanent: “There is only desire and the social, and nothing
else.”34
they argue that sensation comes from matter, not as something stable but as a constantly shifting potential that
can open up the difference that normalisation has closed. This is not a return to a prior state but an opening
of that which is closed to human perception through the activation of a potential futurity contained within the
“vibration” of the sensation.35 In What is Philosophy? art is a privileged space, but not in the sense that it is
usually conceived: for Deleuze and Guattari it is always potentially there—not a transcendent beyond, nor a
space separate from the social, but one that has the force to think difference.

Francis Bacon and the phrase “to paint the scream more than the horror”. The sensation which is heightened
in this phrase, and to which Deleuze draws our attention, is the temporal interlude before the unknown: to
paint the scream prior to the horror not only in a chronological sense but also prior to our conception of what
that sensation might be. Both Deleuze and Lyotard are taking an approach to painting which is unusual, as
Mary Lydon, the English translator of “It’s as if a line…”, explains: “Lyotard strives, like Adami, for the
inexpressible, as if his sentences were Adami’s line pursued by other means.”36

“Me”. This collection of voices is another strategy to complicate the position of Lyotard as the writer and to
chorus. The voice labelled “The Other” appeals to the archaic time of classical mythology, prompted by the
Metamorphoses: from man to woman
(Tireseas), woman to sound (Echo) or woman to tree (Myrrha), noting that each passage relies on distance
and separation. In contrast, the processes of becoming which Deleuze and Guattari describe, have neither
beginning nor end. Writing of Bacon’s paintings, Deleuze recognises the process of “becoming-animal” which
is not a passage from human to animal but a becoming through the “fact” of a common zone between man and
beast, where the body attempts to “escape from itself” and dissipate into an assemblage of forces.37 Deleuze
a zone of indiscernibility or undecidability between man and animal” where animal traits and animal spirit
are actualised.38 According to Deleuze, Bacon sees meat not with horror but as a “fact”. If we take this as an
difference in approach when Lyotard writes of the process of passage in “It’s as if a line…” .
Lyotard’s voice, “The Other”, writes that separation is essential to representation and it is that which Narcissus
cannot attain: “Without the work of this mourning there will be no representation. Narcissus is not an artist
but a representation of impossible art.”39
thing, can never be removed: ‘distanciation’ is a prerequisite of representation and language. It is this which
preoccupied Lyotard in Discourse, Figure and highlights the double-bind inherent in writings about art: “For
one needn’t be immersed in language [langage
system [langue], does not speak.”40

is precisely to hope for nothing.”41
This clearly differentiates Lyotard’s position from those who use psychoanalytic theory, Freud included, to
reductive readings of art: in Discourse, Figure Lyotard recognised Klee’s efforts to avoid the simple production
understand the role of desire and phantasy at work in the voice of “The Other” whilst restricting ourselves,
for the moment at least, to the historical context of the double-edged comments by Deleuze and Guattari on
the role of desire in Lyotard’s Discourse, Figure: “despite his attempt at linking desire to a fundamental yes,
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Lyotard reintroduces lack and absence into desire”? 42 In chapter three of Anti-Oedipus two passages refer to
Discourse, Figure, both in sections referring to representation and designation. Here the impact of Lyotard’s
work is acknowledged in what Deleuze and Guattari term “territorial representation”: using the eye to see the
word, not to read it, thereby disturbing attempts to overcome the heterogeneous representation of words and

sign, which means precisely that it conceals a hidden content within its manifest identity, and that it reserves
another face for another viewer focused on it,…which perhaps will never be seen.”43
What is not acknowledged by Deleuze and Guattari is the importance that Lyotard attaches to this process
will explode as libidinal desire, but which cannot be motivated in the way that Deleuze and Guattari infer, as
Lyotard makes clear: “Desire is truly unacceptable. One cannot pretend to accept it, for accepting it is still
44
The role of negation in Discourse, Figure is key to that which
differentiates Lyotard’s approach to desire, perhaps most evident in the section of Discourse, Figure titled “The

NEGATION IN DISCOURSE, FIGURE
There are three main forms of negation discussed by Lyotard in Discourse, Figure: the negation on which

In addition to the syntactical negative of the grammarian or logician—x is not y—Lyotard draws attention to
the role of reference as the absence which is hidden in all discourse but which gives it the ability to function.
This referential aspect is introduced by Lyotard as a further critique of Saussure through a discussion of Emile
Benveniste’s remarks on the characteristics of the personal pronoun “I”, as that which names and designates
pronoun is adopted and thereby given a particular meaning and reference. However, as Benveniste explains,
it is through the use of “I” that the speaker positions himself in language and is simultaneously positioned

say and have nothing else to say than what we are not, and since it is certain that, conversely, what we cannot
say, we are.”45

The section of Discourse, Figure
role of spoken negation in analysis through a detailed reading of Freud’s short 1925 essay Die Verneinung
[“Negation”].46 Lyotard highlights the role of negation as signalling the unpresentable presence of desire in
discourse—fuelled by the unconscious. Although, for Freud, the unconscious knows no negation, its presence
can be indicated in the conscious realm when uttered as denial. Therefore, the persistence of denial in the
discourse of the analysand signals the workings of desire, rendered through negation. As Freud argues,
though not, of course, an acceptance of what is repressed.”47
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Lyotard pays particular attention to one example given by Freud: a patient recalling a person in a dream:
“it’s not my mother” they insist. Freud disregards the negation, as being the work of denial, and concludes
“So it is his mother”. It is this transgression of the logic of language which constitutes the basis of Lyotard’s
not my mother” the patient is able to
differentiate between the person in the dream and his mother, following grammatical negation, and to use the
shift to “it is
different type of negation. Lyotard explains that desire is at work here, indicated through the transgression of
dreaming of her is forbidden by virtue of the incest taboo—and in denying that he has dreamed of his mother
of denial. The mother is thereby simultaneously constituted on different planes in radically heterogeneous
whilst a destructive desire to negate the “mother” remains “outside”: “it would not even be true to say that the
interpreter replaces No with Yes. Rather, she or he goes from the No of syntax to the No of transcendence, the
latter being a position ‘outside’, ekthesis.”48
The “No of transcendence” refers back to Lyotard’s initial discussion of phenomenology and the constitution
to bring the dream into articulated discourse. The acceptance of denial on the level of knowledge leads Freud

acceptance by the ego and Eros and between expulsion and the destructive drive, as he writes: “The polarity

belongs to the instinct of destruction.”49 This correlation presents several problems for Lyotard, who points
out that the complex process of negation described in relation to repression is undermined by the reductive
correlation of “No” as a symbol of negation linked to the destructive drive, despite being accepted intellectually
by the patient.50
somehow involved with the constitution of reality. Lyotard explains:
What is spat out is what is spat out, and no longer exists for the body of pleasure: it is obliterated. For
be something nonetheless, the drive to destroy must be supplemented
by the opposite power to appresent [apprésenter] absence. Then loss may count as loss, the
presence of a lack, and the object may count as reality, something that is even when it is not
there. But what exactly is this power to render present, to ‘reproduce as representation’ an
absent object? It is, says Freud, the power of linguistic negation.51
Here is the key to Lyotard’s argument, that whilst discourse is based on a necessary rupture and distanciation,
52

that “pictures are like great mutes. They disavow beforehand everything we write about them”.53 Lyotard’s
description of the process of drawing contemplates Adami’s seduction: the possibilities presented by the line
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The story of Orpheus and Eurydice, used frequently as a metaphor for the inaccessibility of the unconscious and
emotion from the “watery underworld” and rendering visible through line.55 We are left with the suspension
of “affective power” which is memorialised, rather than realised on the page, in the struggle between form
Die Verneinung when he remarks that
an intellectual acknowledgement of repression does not constitute its removal: “We can see how in this the
intellectual function is separated from the affective process” and which was commented on tellingly by Jean
Hyppolite in his “spoken contribution” to Lacan’s seminar, as follows:
This seems very profound to me. If the psychoanalysed person accepts this, he goes back on negation
and yet the repression is still there! I conclude from this that one must give what happens here
a philosophical name, a name Freud did not pronounce: negation of the negation. Literally, what

short, a genesis of thought.56

by Eurydice, will not be brought to the surface through articulated presentation—be it Lyotard’s words or the
lines on Adami’s page—but their trace is always felt: “If you want to lie with her, Orpheus is told, don’t eye
her. He turns round to see her. That look puts her away.”57

in my ball-point”, it is both a nostalgic call to the writer’s own artistic ambitions and a call to that “childhood
of thought” which later concerns him in The Inhuman: “This debt to childhood is one which we never pay off.
[...] It is the task of writing, thinking, literature, arts, to venture to bear witness to it.”58 Although the rhetorical
trope of “bearing witness” is aligned to Lyotard’s writings on the sublime, the parallel with the “action” of
different periods of his writing sing, like the song which “rose from the dismembered body of Orpheus”, as
Lyotard described in 1969:
Orpheus turns around. His desire to see
Orpheus wants to see in the night, to see night. By trying to see Eurydice, he loses all hope of

it.59
This description of Orpheus’ failure and his subsequent destruction at the hands of the Maenad women is an
apposite metaphor precisely because his was not a failure but the accomplishment of the destructive desire to
“look at the night”.
For Lyotard, art should disturb, not console, it ought not to be born from the conventions of good form but from
the rupture which is embedded in the process of representation. As we have seen, the importance of this rupture
is reiterated in Discourse, Figure through a questioning of the premise of Freud’s metapsychological works
of the 1920s, including Verneinung
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Lyotard argues that it is not simply a process of establishing the “thread of referential distance” necessary to
relation
with the breast. Instead it marks the pleasure-ego’s rhythm—non-cumulative and non-referred, oscillating
between release and tension and governed by the principle.”60
idea of a simultaneous creation of ego and language. What the child of Freud’s “fort-da” scenario proves with
his bobbin is that there are two faces to reality, that based on the opposition of absence and presence, which
which absence is not allowed to show. Discourse based on an opposition does not allow the missing to appear
and proof of words and acts are required if they are to be accepted as evidence of a shared ‘reality’.
For Lyotard the repetition of the patient’s denial “it’s not my mother” brings with it the scansion of desire
“rerouted through the negativity of transcendence, through the play of language” which, bringing us back to
the essay on Adami, ensures that there will always be a separation, not only between the line of the artist and
61

is absent: which reminds us that there is always “something rather than nothing” and that “any reconciliation
(spiritualist or materialist) is illusory”.62
Deleuze and Guattari attacked Lyotard for clinging to the negation on which they consider the hegemony
Oedipus complex. Yet, for Lyotard, the process of separation does not necessarily indicate a utopian beyond—
the religious space of Hegel’s spirit [Geist] or Merleau-Ponty’s “One” [On]—but a necessary part of activating
difference. The line that cannot become letter is what both Lyotard and Deleuze are struggling with in the hope
that theirs might simultaneously activate a line of desire that is already there. But Lyotard emphasises the role
but brings into play the force of its absence, which is released as desire in the line itself. What the line of
Adami opens (not encloses) through desire is between form and emotion “at the limit of the visible”.63 The

that representation is premised on the establishment of an enclosure, the “theatrical-representative set-up”

with which they can be subordinated to the demands of other set-ups.
Walking into such a set-up—a historical survey in the Hayward Gallery, London, titled Invisible—Art about the
Unseen 1957-2012—

Teresa Margolles
Aire / Aire 2003
This room appears to be empty, apart from a couple of working cooling
systems. The slightly humid air is cooled by water from public mortuaries
victims prior to autopsy. Teresa Margolles, who holds a Diploma in
not on the dead themselves but on the physical traces left by death, and
the attendant evils of violence and poverty, preferring “not to exhibit the
physical horror, but the silence”.
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NANCY, VIOLENCE AND THE WORLD
Marie-Eve Morin

We tend to think of violence as something that happens within the world, something done by a thing, a being
or an existent or to another thing, being, existent. But what would it mean to speak of the violence done to
the world or reciprocally of the violence done by the world? Are there ways in which an existent, a being,
can do violence, not to another existent, but to the world itself within which existents come to presence?
Reciprocally, is there a sense in which the world itself is a sort of “primordial” violence? Answering these
questions, gesturing towards the possible link between violence and world presupposes that one gets clear on
what is meant here by “world.”

question of violence and of its relation to the world arises in a pregnant way from within Nancy’s ontology
and this for two reasons. First, there is something about Nancy’s thinking of Being-with, exposition and world
that makes them appear as essentially peaceful. After all, Nancy does talk about “the generosity of Being”
and the “spaciousness of the world.” This fact only makes the question of violence more urgent. Is the world
purely peaceful? What is violence and where does it come from? Or is the world, the coming to presence of
that is, whether we say that the opening of the world is peaceful or whether we say it is violent, how are
we to differentiate between violent existence and peaceful existence, between kinds of existence, kinds of
expositions? What criterion do we have that could be given to us by an ontological description of existence as
Being-with? Second, Nancy’s thinking of the groundlessness of the world, his recasting of the motif of creation
ex nihilo, is presented as an exit out of nihilism, out of a way of being/living that experiences the dissolution
of all transcendent values into a mere (subjective) valuing and that faces senselessness and disorientation. If it
is the case that only a thinking of the world, a thinking at the height of the world—which knows no verticality/
transcendence but only horizontal connections—can yield sense today, does such a horizontal thinking think in
a violent way? Does it do so by imposing a truth? Or else does it overcome senselessness by letting everything
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be, by opening a space for everything to expose itself, to make sense? If the latter is the case, two questions
arise. First, if the world to the space upon which a truth is imposed, is it not all too similar to the space without
relief, without absolute value, of capitalism? And second, if this space, this world, is the world where we, all of
us, each and every one of us, can expose ourselves and make sense of ourselves, does that also include violent
terrorist subjectivities (or singularities)?
I will try to unfold he double question of the violence of the world and the violence done to the world by
sense in Nancy in order to then move on to a discussion of violence. In order to do so, I will try to keep the
without regard for the system of forces in place. It refuses to enter into the order of reasons, refuses to enter
into relation or dialogue with other beings and instead destroys for the sake of destroying. What it destroys is
not only the body, the mind, or the life of the victim but likewise the victim’s very existence, that is to say,
his or her possibility of sense-making. Violence reduces the victim to a wound. It is this irruptive, destructive
characteristic of ontic, intraworldly violence that will serve as guiding thread in my discussion of violence at
an ontological or worldly level.

EXISTENCE, WORLD, SENSE
For Nancy, to exist is to be unto or toward the limit, be “turned” inside out, or to be exposed. Essence is nothing
unless it is exposed to (presented to) itself. Something unexposed would be pure meaningless immanence that
to exist means not to be in the immediate presence or in the immanency of a ‘being-thing.’ To exist is not to be
immanent, or not to be present to oneself, and not to be sent forth by oneself. To exist, therefore, is to hold one’s
‘selfness’ as an ‘otherness,’ and in such a way that no essence, no subject, no place can present this otherness in
itself—either as the proper selfness of an other, or an ‘Other,’ or a common being.”1 The ‘otherness’ of the self
that is not present as another self is the unappropriable limit or edge to which I am exposed and which properly
belongs neither to an inside nor to an outside. This edge is “where” existence happens or is felt. There has to
be a necessary spacing or distance at the heart of the “thing” that allows it to be, to exist. This “spacing”, is not
(that is, it is nothing that can be given in the form of presence), but allows that there be things.
Everything that is, in Nancy’s terms, every singularity, is posed or positioned there, thrown down, given over,
abandoned, offered up somewhere with and amongst other things. 1) Position (existence) can never be the
position of a single instance of existence, independent and cut off from everything else (including itself).
That there is something means that some “ones” (more than one) are exposed, disposed. This “ex-” or “dis-”
singularities and worlds with worlds. 2) The logic of exposition knows no hierarchy and no individuality (it is
not restricted to what we take to be individuals—uncutables, it applies equally to supra-individual entities and
infra-individual ones). Hence singularities are not just humans, and not just things, they are everything that
to it all (to any “thing”, any “I”, to any “we”).
It is here that Nancy departs more markedly from Heidegger’s ontology. For Heidegger, to exist means to be
way, the existent (Dasein) is, without reason or ground, claimed by being, thrown into the clearing of being.

Nancy rethinks existence as exposition, then he also departs from the Heideggerian concept of world and its
essential link to sense or intelligibility.
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For Nancy, the world is the “totality” of our (of all) expositions. The world is formed of limits or edges
between singularities, of their articulations, of the play of their junctures “where different pieces touch each
other without fusing together, where they slide, pivot, or tumble over one another, one at the limit of the other
without the mutual play—which always remains, at the same time, a play between them—ever forming into
the substance or the higher power of a Whole.”2 The world is not the totalization of what is, an overarching
horizon or a big container that would bring everything together. Yet, the world has a stance; it holds together the
of a diversity, including disparity and opposition. It is made of it, which is to say that it is not added it to it and
does not reduce it. The unity of a world is nothing other than its diversity, and its diversity is, in turn, a diversity
of worlds. A world is a multiplicity of worlds, the world is a multiplicity of worlds, and its unity is the sharing
out [partage] and the mutual exposure in this world of all its worlds.”3
This is what mondialisation
articulate ourselves with and among each other. Hence mondialisation is not a human activity, as if the human

This happening between two is also what Nancy calls “meaning” or “sense” [sens].4 Meaning is normally

mean that it points away from itself to its origin or cause. Or if I say that the knife is for cutting, I am pointing
away from the knife, towards its meaning in a telos or purpose. We can think of the meaning of Being or the
meaning of existence or of the world on the same model. On this model, the meaning of existence lies in some
other thing outside of existence, which existence has to appropriate in order to make sense. Humanism is the
then have to accomplish historically. But for Nancy (following Heidegger), to exist is precisely not to have such

truth. “Truth is being-such [l’être-tel], or more exactly it is the quality of the presentation of being such as such.
Sense, for its part, is the movement of being-toward [l’être-à]….”5 Sense as the movement of being-toward is
what makes it possible that a truth be exposed, communicated.6
Sense is the encounter with an exteriority or an alterity that resists its assimilation. This alterity is not a big Other,
or the other “as such,” which would either remain inaccessible as such or which I would have to appropriate
7
It is the alterity of another origin
or another “stroke” of existence, another “one” to which I gain access (this is the event of sense) exactly on the
mode of not gaining access. (BSP, 13). Gaining access is not “appropriating” (BSP, 20), it is touching.

For Heidegger, the stone does not touch the earth because the stone is not opened to or affected by the ground;
it cannot make sense of the ground and of itself as being-on-the-ground, as not-being-the-ground, etc. Dasein
can say that the stone is on the ground because it meaningfully relates to being-a-stone and being-ground and
can let one be open to the other. For Nancy, sense or touch is what happens at the limit, in-between singularities,
that is, in-between the stone and the river, me and you, you and the tree, etc. The stone is not exposed by the
human or for the human but it exposes itself to (itself and others). The stone is not for a Dasein that would let it
be what it is in relating meaningfully to it. I can relate to the stone because it is there, exposed in its hardness,
resisting my grasp (in both senses of the word).8 The stone remains outside of the thought that thinks it (or
the writing that writes of it) in the same way that it remains outside of the hand that grasps it and touches its
hardness.
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Sense for Nancy, unlike for Heidegger, is not something there is only when there is human understanding.
Sense, or communication, is what happens at the limit, in-between the stone and the river, me and you, you and
the tree, etc. The stone is not exposed by the human or for the human but it exposes itself to (itself and others).
If there is sense for and with the stone, if the “sense-making” of the stone is not its “intelligibility” for Dasein
but its being-exposed to the ground and the rain, the hand and the thought, then “world” itself also needs to be
rethought. For Heidegger, world is the space or clearing of intelligibility that allows entities to be encountered

stone is worldless. Pointing out that the stone also has world because it is on the ground and affected by the
Speaking of world and worlding (or world-forming) independently of the human being, without equivocating
on the term “world,” is only possible on the basis of a transformed notion of sense. For Nancy, the world is
in advance, but the space of sense, the sharing of singularities exposed to one another (stone, ground, dog,
grass, star, and me, and you). That the world makes sense means that bursts of sense happen in the spacings
and articulations of singularities. If sense is in the spacing, then the sense of the world is not found in any
instance beyond the world, nor can it be assumed or accomplished by any one singularity within the world.
“But thought in terms of a world, sense refers to nothing other than to the possibility of the sense of this world,
to the proper mode of its stance [tenue] insofar as it circulates between al those who stand in it [s’y tiennent],
each time singular and singularly sharing a same possibility that none of them, any place or any God outside
of this world, accomplishes.”9
It is in order to think “world” as such that Nancy reappropriates and displaces the motive of creation ex nihilo.
ground, reason, origin or end. The nothing of creation ex nihilo does not propose a ground but undoes any
premises or principles. That the world is without principle means that neither an all powerful and benevolent
God-Artisan, nor prime matter, nor the Nothing can justify it. Creatio ex nihilo is, for Nancy, another way of
saying that beings are only what they are, that there is nothing outside of the world. “The idea of creation ex
nihilo, inasmuch as it is clearly distinguished from any form of production or fabrication, essentially covers the
dual motif of an absence of necessity and the existence of a given without reason, having neither foundation
nor principle … Ex nihilo
rien que cela qui est], nothing but that
which grows [rien que cela qui croît] (creo, cresco), lacking any growth principle. … ex nihilo
nothing [rien] (cf. rem, the thing) of any quality
as principle.”10
The ex nihilo
world is therefore to see the world as the “explosion of presence in the originary multiplicity of its partition.”11
formula might well be only a tautology) is not a diffraction of a principle, nor the multiple effect of a cause, but
is the an-archy—the origin removed from every logic of origin, from every archaeology—of a singular and thus
in essence plural arising whose being as being is neither ground, nor element, nor reason.”12 There is nothing
but the world, nothing but the coming to presence, the surgissement, of the world13—a world without ‘God’ but
not without opening, even if this opening opens unto—nothing.

WORLD AND VIOLENCE
making sense. But it is, in a sense, the opposite. Plenitude, full presence is the loss of the possibility of the
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to another instance in which the sense of existence or of the world would be found. It is nothing but the
singularities themselves, in each instance exposed to all others. Sense is “an outside that is open right at the
world, right in the middle of us and between us as our common sharing out. This sense is not the conclusion of
also to say, to one another.”14
What would it mean then to put an end to sense or to do violence to the world, which again is not the collection
of entities, not the environment or nature or things that stands opposed to or alongside humans themselves, but
rather the condition of possibility of sense? Before we can answer this question, it is necessary to explain how
it is possible at all, if sense is the ontological constitution of the world, to destroy that world.
Even though humans have no privilege in world-forming, Nancy does assume that the human has a “special”
relation to exposition (exposure) and to world. We are not the world’s composer and if we are its overseer it
is not in the sense that we have primacy over or stewardship of the singularities that compose the world but
rather in the sense that we humans are the exponent of the world, the exposer of the exposing. Humans are
“those who expose as such sharing and circulation.”15 This exponential characteristic of man means that man
is also potentially the unexposer of the exposing. If existing for us takes on the active connotation of deciding
to exist, it is because it is always possible for the existents that we are to close off, to exterminate existence,
to liquidate sense. … It seems--and this is a new thought--that existence can grasp its own being as the essence
and hence as the destruction of existence and, moreover, as the senseless insanity that closes off the aspect of
existence that opens onto the need for sense. Extermination … is the negation of the ‘eachness’ of sense, of
being-toward-self.”16
The decision of existence is the decision to keep the spacing that allow for self-relation open, the decision not
to close the gap that would close the entity upon itself. This decision should not be understood as a sovereign
decision. I do not decide out of myself to exist, I do not give myself existence, I do not either decide to enter
not a brute given. As long as I exist, I am not done with having to exist. Existing puts into play existence,
existence is at play in existing. Human existence, for Nancy, is at once an ontological fact, an ethos (a way of
dwelling in the world, a conduct) and a praxis (a way of acting or engaging the world that does not produce
anything but transforms the agent itself). To exist is to be exposed; hence it is to be engaged in, responsive
to and responsible for existence as sense. Sense is not given, it is not to be made, but I engage sense in being
engaged in existence. The praxis of sense is not an attempt at grounding or justifying existence (justifying that
there are things rather than nothing) but an opening, exposing, spacing. This means that to exist is to decide
existence resists the closing off of sense, but since existence is not a given but an “act” or a “decision,” sense
must be reopen each time, at each place, at every turn for fear that sense may close itself off. The (re)-opening
of the spacing, this (re)-engagement of sense is a struggle for the world, so that the world can form a world
[faire monde
one in which things can genuinely take place (in this world).”17
There are two opposite ways in which the human can do violence to the world, put an end to the sense that

existence by articulating itself with other existences. When such an imposition happens, the singular existent

The absence of transcendent value seems however to leave the door open for the universal equivalence or
exchange of all with all, in short for capitalism. Yet, this would be to misunderstand the “absolute value” of
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each and every singularity (human being, animals, cultures, words, languages, works of arts, communities,
etc.), for if a general value or a general currency is imposed on all singularities, then the circulation is exactly
as meaningless as if a transcendent value were given from the start. “For nihilism is nothing other than the

value is essentially nonequivalent to any other.”18 In the case of the equivalence of all, nothing meaningful can

of them is related to anything that might distinguish it, because all of them are related to an exchange that … is
but a substitution of roles or permutation or places.”19

happens in favour of the sharing of existences, in favour of the world. What has absolute value is not something
plurality of absolutes, the sharing of incommensurables, which is sharing and not exchange, for only in this
way is there sense. The strength of Nancy’s position as I see it is that it deconstructs “the logic of the principle,”
which he calls “monotheistic,” i.e. the search for a grounding principle for what is, be it God, Man, Nature, The
Nothing, without falling into the senselessness of sheer circulation, capitalism, or what he calls the unworld.
The world is for nothing, yet it is sense. Sense happens.
If each existent needs to be let make sense of its own existence by articulating itself with other existences and if
this does not mean, for Nancy, that we can forgo the critique of and a struggle for the material condition of

generic concept of this ‘man.’”20
existences? This would imply not deciding in advance what an existence is worth, what a meaningful life is,
yet at the same time provide the material condition for such an existence to expose itself “meaningfully.” Can

material condition of existence should not be seen as a means to achieve a pre-determined end (happiness, for
economic, and social condition of men as a negligible happenstance, external to the domain in which a thought

each time
sense of a causal instance; rather, they are it.”21 If the sense of existence cannot be separate from the existent’s
material condition, from its material “here and now,” then the existent, each one each time, must be allowed
to be “here and now,” and not run after an elsewhere and a later, be it that of “hunger, fear, and survival, or of
wages, savings, and accumulation.”22
We are now in a position to answer some of the questions we started with. A world yields sense by letting
everything be, by opening a space for everything to expose itself, to make sense. This space is not the space
upon which a truth is imposed, nor is it the space without relief, without absolute value, of capitalism. “A world
take place (in this world).”23 The two ways of putting an end to sense we discussed above are radically,
primordially, and ontologically violent in that they deny “the opening of the world” that allows entities to
articulate themselves; they deny what it means to be for an existent and destroy the world as spacing. This
violence is not directed at the existent itself but at the world “within” which anyone can meaningfully exist. It
seeks to shut down in advance any possibility for Being, any space for meaningful encounter.
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At the same time we have at the ontological level, the level where we describe what it means to exist, a criterion
to distinguish between kinds of existence and identify “violent” singularities. We saw that existence in as much
as it is the “decision of existence” is an exigency (an ethos and a praxis) not a brute given. Hence, a “violent”
singularity is one that seeks to deny existence, either its own (by closing itself off from any exposure) or that of

the space of the exposition and re-engage sense in each instance. At the same time, we saw that this “letting be”
of each, each time, has nothing to do with the laissez-faire of liberalism, but demands a struggle for the world,
for existences in their concrete material conditions.

this world pure peace? Or is this spacing/opening of the world itself violent?

Violence.” In this text, Nancy proposes a short discussion of violence and truth that I think can help us
complicate the question of the relation between violence and world, even though the text does not take up
foreign to the dynamic or energetic system into which it intervenes.”24 The example given by Nancy is that of
an unskilled or impatient carpenter trying to extract a recalcitrant screw and ripping it out with pliers, hence
no longer following the logic of the screw’s thread or of the wood. Violence, Nancy explains further, “does not
participate in any order of reasons, nor any sets of forces oriented toward results”25 It refuses to “play the game
27
of forces.”26
Violence is
the pure monstration of itself, without any sense other than this monstration itself; it does not transform what it
assaults but deprives it of its own meaning and turns it into the mere imprint of violence.
is, we could say, pure or absolute. It is not a means to an end, and it is not at the service of truth, that would
redeem it, give it meaning. Violence destroys absolutely.28

truth. In its irruption, truth refuses negotiation with the existing order; it tears apart the established order. It does
not offer arguments, reasons, proofs but rather imposes itself. When it does negotiate, it assumes the order of
systemic knowledge, following Badiou’s distinction between knowledge and truth. What Nancy discusses as
the violence of truth can in turn be linked to a sort of ontological violence, the violence of being as phusis—that
which irrupts and comes to presence from out of itself and in doing so disrupts the order of knowledge. Nancy
explains in an interview, “The truth imposes itself -- and one can neither avoid it nor prefer something else to
29

by force (whether by terror or stupidity), it’s a matter of an ‘imposition’ that frees the person upon whom it’s
imposed.”30 This truth that imposes itself can be the coming to the world of a work of art, a idea, a gesture,
etc.
acts,
31

The ambiguity between brute violence and the violence of truth rests on the fact that both are intractable. Both
exercise themselves “without guarantor and without being accountable” to any superior instance. But this
intractability has two faces; it can be the mark of “truth’s opening or of truth’s closing.” It can be the mark of a
truth that is violent because it opens a space for the manifestation of the true or it can be the mark of a violence
that is true because it refuses to engage any established order and merely imposes its blows.
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thing that should be pointed out is the fact that worlding (the withdrawal of Being that shares out
the world exists without reason, without arche or telos. What we have here is an “originary” pre-ontological
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multiplicity of its partition.” This violence is the originary violence that tears being, glued to itself, out of its
pure immanence. It is irruptive and destructive, even though what it “destroys” is “pure nothingness” that
cannot even be said to be. It is the originary irruption that opens up existents to themselves and to each other,
and hence also to being assaulted, violated, exterminated.
The second thing I would like to suggest regarding the ambiguity between the act of brute violence and the
irruption of truth is that violence is constitutive of the world itself. A world is not the self-enclosed system that
metaphysics describes. Metaphysics, Nancy writes, “denotes the representation of being [être] as beings [étant]
and as beings present [étant présent]. In so doing, metaphysics sets a founding, warranting presence beyond
the world (viz., the Idea, Summum Ens, the Subject, the Will). This setup stabilizes beings, enclosing them in
their own beingness [étantité]. Everything—properly and precisely everything—is played out in the mutual
the ‘beyond’; the ‘sensuous’ and the ‘intelligible’; ‘appearance’ and ‘reality.’ Closure is the completion of this
33
Such a self-enclosed system is an unworld,
a world that does not world at all, that does not include any spacing. If we want to say that “this unworld”
is violent, then it would have to be of a violence prior to the difference between peace and violence, a pure
violence, which as Derrida shows again in Violence and Metaphysics, is indistinguishable from pure peace.34 In
is what the violence directed at the world that we discussed above sought to achieve—, it makes no sense to
speak either of peace or violence. For peace to be meaningful, violence—brute violence, the violence that
imposes its truth and closes off sense—has to be possible. This means that the totality must be opened, disenclosed, exposed to an alterity right at the world itself. This alterity is not another transcendent world, since
reference to that Other would only reproduce the enclosure at a higher level, but rather the movement of excess
of what is. This movement does not accede to any superior realm, it exposes what is to its edges.
The self-dis-enclosing of the world is the condition of possibility of the couple “violence/truth,” of the irruptive
coming to presence of singularity or the brute violence that crushes the exposition of the existent to the world.
To put an end to the possibility of brute violence would mean putting an end to the opening of the world, out of
defeat of violence, but paradoxically, violence did not exist before the possibility of sense.35 The war between
world and violence, spacing and closure, is inescapable, except by denying sense, denying world, denying

To summarize the various relations between violence and world that we have encountered in a schematic way,
them be exposed to themselves and to one another. This irruption destroys “pure immanence,” which is pure
nothingness. Hence we can speak of an originary or a pre-ontological violence, though violence is used here
in a metaphorical sense since there is neither agent nor patient—nothing which commits violence or nothing
to which, strictly speaking, violence is done. 2) This opening, as the condition of possibility of sense, exposes
singular existences to each other and hence to ontic violence, or brute violence. Yet, this opening is also the
condition of possibility of “truth,” of the coming to presence of an existent. This coming to presence can be
seen as violent since through it something happens and imposes itself. We see a complicity between violence
and truth. Hence it only makes sense to speak of violence and peace within a world, a dis-enclosed totality.
to do so—be it with the aim to render ontic violence impossible—is doing violence to the world and can be
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seen, following Derrida, as the worse violence. This closing off of the world’s violence can be attempted in two
is) or reducing value to equivalence and submitting each and every existent to a general valuation. In both cases
there can be no world.
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FRANÇOIS LARUELLE, THÉORIE GÉNÉRALE DES VICTIMES.
MILLE ET UNE NUITS 2012.
Alexander Galloway

François Laruelle, the highly idiosyncratic French thinker and promulgator of “non-standard philosophy”
has published a steady stream of books since the 1970s, but is currently experiencing a renaissance of sorts,

Principes de
la non-philosophie [Principles of Non-Philosophy] (1996), and most recently extended in Philosophie nonstandard [Non-Standard Philosophy
themes, from Marxism and photography, to mysticism, ethics, and psychoanalysis.
Laruelle’s newest book to appear in French, Théorie générale des victimes [A General Theory of the Victim]
to modern genocides and crimes against humanity. In the book Laruelle elaborates a general theory of the

The Wretched of the Earth. The central question

or somehow to use the master’s tools to bring down the master’s house. Likewise he refuses to admit that the
dialectic itself exists. In other words, neither the powerful nor the power structure itself are determining for
Laruelle. As with the biblical prophecy that the meek shall inherit the earth, Laruelle instead argues that the
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of generic human ethics.
The heart of the text, occupying approximately one quarter its length, is the opening chapter on “The Victimin-Person.” This is followed by a series of shorter chapters which expound on additional themes: the role of the

intellectuals who hawk their punditry from talk show to newspaper column. These are intellectuals in
the Sartrean mold, “engaged” or “committed.” At times Laruelle also calls refers to them as “embedded”

generic intellectuals. “They
philosophy” (84). Similar in spirit to Gramsci’s concept of the organic intellectual, or Benjamin’s call, in the
“Author as Producer,” for the intellectual to merge directly with the mode of production, Laruelle’s generic
intellectuals are put under the condition of humanity, meaning they fuse directly with mankind in the most
general sense. This is a radical particularity; all persons can only be understood “in person.” There are no
the victim-inperson

it happens to be.

a regime of compassion, all suffer together equally. Hence Laruelle’s is something of a “mystical maoism,”

philosophical gesture itself.)

Badiou, on the other hand, earns little felicitation from Laruelle, seeming to haunt Laruelle’s recent writings
Anti-Badiou (2011), but also here. For Laruelle,

Laruelle thinks in terms of “superposition”--a term which Laruelle unapologetically borrows from the world of
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So, in confronting him directly, Laruelle pokes fun at Badiou’s powerful triad of body-language-truth, stated
perhaps most clearly in the opening pages of Logics of Worlds: there are only bodies and languages, except
that there are truths

does. Instead he holds the two terms in “superposition.” Thus for Laruelle, there are not Badiouian truths so

contrary, the concept of “subject” is precisely the problem. The point is not to “increase the resolution” of the

persons, which taken together
form not so much a mass or a nation but humanity.
Perhaps the best way to understand the difference between Badiou and Laruelle is to consider how the bible

Laruelle to tackle human rights, genocide, the holocaust, or other matters of world-historical importance in any
For better or worse he remains stubborn on the question of theory: Laruelle’s non-standard philosophy can and
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manifesto for breaking the bonds of subjugation.

internet or other media, no real talk about how discourse operates in the public sphere, and no discussion or
exactly Laruelle’s treatise on the role of the intellectual. The theme is present, but relegated to the supporting
cast.

cornerstone of humanity?”

Steinhard, and the author of a number of books, most recently The Interface Effect (Polity, 2012).

HASANA SHARP, SPINOZA AND THE POLITICS OF
RENATURALISATION. UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS, 2011
Dave Mesing

In her recent book, Spinoza and the Politics of Renaturalization, Hasana Sharp carries out an important
contribution to contemporary political philosophy. Building on her work in several recent articles,1 Sharp
“a collective project by which we can come to love ourselves and one another as parts of nature” (4-5). Sharp
founds her project on the basis of a thorough analysis of Spinoza’s account of affect and his re-inscription of
human freedom in such a way as to avoid a relocation of external standards within the human community or
mind. This is a problem in many strains of humanism that nevertheless share a rejection of supernaturalism
with Spinoza. Sharp’s approach is thus posthuman to the extent that she follows Spinoza’s critique of merely
relocating supernatural power within the human, but it is decidedly not an attempt at articulating a nonhuman
standpoint. This is the sense in which Sharp’s politics of renaturalization is philanthropic; Spinoza focuses
Ethics, and both the smuggling in of supernaturalistic qualities and
the valorization of the nonhuman are anathema for human power. According to Sharp, therefore, “Spinoza’s
naturalism aims to engender enabling self-love in humanity by eroding those models of man that animate
hatred, albeit indirectly, by suggesting that we are, at one extreme, defective Gods or, at the other, corrupt
animals who need to be restored to our natural condition” (5).2
Spinoza and the Politics of Renaturalization is not an exegesis of Spinoza with an eye towards politics
race theory, Marxism, phenomenology, and critical theory have rightly been concerned with philosophical
accounts of nature, and a common strategy has been to denaturalize nature in order to undermine the authority
of normative recourses to nature that have been wielded in the service of oppression. Sharp is sympathetic
to the concerns of these traditions, noting that “we cannot advocate the naturalization of humanity without
taking the naturalistic ideology seriously” (7). Although Sharp does not hubristically claim that her politics of
renaturalization eliminates all ideology, she offers this work as an explicit contribution to a “less oppressive
imagination” and engages extensively with contemporary political philosophy, especially through the discourses
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of feminism and deep ecology (7).

Sharp puts forward her interpretation of Spinoza. She grounds this reading in an understanding of action as
affect, which entails both a relational ontology and a brief engagement with transindividuality. Despite the
long categorization of what might look like emotions to the modern reader at the end of part three of the
Ethics, Spinoza’s understanding of affect is not simply a description of emotional life, which would already
grant preference to humans and perhaps other “higher” animals. Instead, Sharp helpfully shows that affect is a
either through an increase or decrease of another’s power and vice versa. Unlike many understandings of
discussion of causes. Affect is thus “a qualitative change, equally corporeal and mental, in the intensity of a
being’s power to persevere” (29).
This interpretation of affect as an event of causation is equally bound up with Spinoza’s so-called parallelism of
mind and body in proposition seven of part two of the Ethics, where he writes that “[t]he order and connection
of ideas is the same as the order and connection of things.”3 Sharp succinctly shows that Spinoza’s parallelism
indicates that actions of the mind (ideas) and actions of the body do not express one another, but rather one

decrease joy and sadness, and desire acts as an always-underway individuation of each being.
Thus, Sharp contends that Spinoza’s account of human action as effecting affective changes necessitates a
relational ontology wherein being is continually differentiating itself. Following the work of Étienne Balibar,
Spinoza’s theory of affect, avoiding the characterization of Spinoza as either a proto-liberal who understands the
independence of individuals as irreducible, or a proto-Hegelian for whom individuals are merely dialectically
interdependent parts subjected to a totality, even if such a totality continues to develop. Simondon’s theory
agencies but never as anything other than relational phenomena” (36). This relational ontology entails a blurring
of the distinction between Being and beings, and transindividuality complicates the articulation of freedom that
Sharp will begin to approach in the latter half of the book.
With her account of the place of affect in Spinoza’s ontology in place, Sharp turns to the role of ideology
critique with respect to the politics of renaturalization. One of the consequences of Spinoza’s parallelism of
mind and body is that, like all other natural things, ideas are able to grow in strength or shrink to the point of
extinction. Sharp’s version of ideology critique examines ideas as forces of nature rather than only true or false
representations of reality. Renaturalizing ideology helps to resist an anthropocentric psychology that remains
narrowly focused on false consciousness, attending instead to the affective power of ideas.
Although the politics of renaturalization is, in line with Althusser and others, a materialist critique, Sharp is
careful to note that renaturalizing ideas is not the same as reducing them to corporeal causes, which would
violate the parallelism at the heart of her reading. By contrast, Sharp argues that “the ‘conditions’ of freedom
and servitude are as ideal as they are corporeal” (69). Sharp emphasizes that there is a certain prerequisite of
self-knowledge required to understand the mind and its dependency on various causal networks of ideas. As
parts of causal networks within the affective plane of action that Sharp has developed, ideas can hold a power
that extends beyond their truth and falsity, and thus, in addition to self-knowledge, displacing sad ideas requires
attention to the systemic conditions that produce oppressive situations in order to develop effective strategies.
4

Ideas survive when conditions favor them, and thus
renaturalized ideology critique, developing out of an initial self-critique, seeks not only to name damaging
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ideas that increase sadness, but also attempts to curate new, joyful ideas, hoping that they might take root.
Taken together, Spinoza’s affective understanding of human action and ideas allows Sharp to present a
renaturalized version of human agency that stays focused on human beings. Indeed, Sharp points out that
Spinoza makes continual reference to human nature in his writings, even though such a term might seem
completely at odds with the relational ontology and transindividuality of affect that she has underscored. In the
concluding chapter of part one, “Man’s Utility to Man: Reason and its Place in Nature,” Sharp turns to Spinoza’s
are three primary “rhetorical functions” of Spinoza’s use of the term human nature: a humbling function, an
admonishing function, and a unifying function. These do not contradict each other unless we fall back into the
habit of a spiritualized understanding of rationality as expressive of an unchanging and universal moral law.
Rather, these rhetorical functions have strategic roles in order to challenge certain human generalities.
Such challenges are not an attempt to eradicate weaker affects, which is a perfectionist temptation that would
forget the prerequisite self-knowledge of ideology critique that we are in ideology. Sharp argues that we must
continually account for weak affects so that we do not forget them, and claims that this works out politically as
a certain kind of democracy. “Spinoza’s remarks about human nature, even as they apply universally to any and
all natural things, advocate democracy. Our desire to persevere in being, our opposition to those who threaten
it, and our inability to survive alone make combination into the largest possible body the most enabling way of
Ethics, Spinoza’s most systematic text, the
references to human nature and the need for an exemplar are found only in part four, “Of human servitude.”
Political Treatise was limited to a sexist conception of
citizens as men. Sharp challenges this restriction by Spinoza, which is at odds with the major points she has
must only have recourse to human nature with respect to democracy, and in the second part of the book takes
up this line of thinking in detail through an engagement of contemporary feminism and deep ecology.
In chapter four, “Desire for Recognition?: Butler, Hegel, and Spinoza,” Sharp sets the agenda for her more
detailed and contemporary engagements with political philosophy through a critique of the work of Judith
Butler. As is well known, unlike many who see only a standoff between Spinoza and Hegel, Butler uses the
two thinkers in a complementary fashion; Hegel grounds a theory of intersubjective recognition that is lacking
unique approach offers a contemporary alternative to mainstream political liberalism, in continuity with the
project that Sharp has laid out. If Spinoza and Hegel can offer such an alternative, however, Sharp argues that
there is nonetheless a disjunction between Spinoza and Hegel, and convincingly demonstrates just how acute
this divide is in the concluding chapters of the book.
Unlike many contemporary writers, Sharp claims that positing the difference between Spinoza and Hegel
political thought. Even though this charge is often made by anti-Hegelian Spinozists, it casts the difference in
terms that are Hegel’s own in the Lectures on the History of Philosophy.5 The principal difference between
them, according to Sharp, is the way in which desire functions in their ontologies. Both think relationality
in terms of desire, but “Hegel is concerned above all with relationships of representation, while Spinoza
examines relationships of composition among human and nonhuman forces” (121). These opposed accounts
of relationships are based on differing theories of power, agency, and politics, and it should be clear that any
Hegelian politics of recognition will be a project that accords a special status within nature to humans.
This is a project to which Spinoza cannot be aligned, and Sharp argues further that Hegel’s account of desire
relationships as necessary even though a Hegelian political philosophy advocates their overcoming. By
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contrast, Spinoza’s understanding of desire as part of the conatus argument entails a certain illusory freedom of
human exceptionalism that must be overcome in order to forge associations that are in line with the relational
Grosz and deep ecology, which make up the concluding two chapters of the book, are promising lines of
thought in this direction.
Before turning to an examination of Grosz’s work, Sharp offers a helpful characterization of her own project
as one of strategic antihatred.

entailed by the proliferation of hatred, which can be extended to misogyny and cultural imperialism.
The politics of recognition rightly aims to respond to this damage, but renaturalization maintains that
the cure for dehumanization cannot be achievement of “personhood,” as long as personhood depends
upon regarding one another as uniquely capable of transcending nature (159).

of recognition as “a self-hating endeavor” (173). The reason for this is that the project of recognition theory
our sphere of moral concern” (172). Renaturalization, in line with Grosz, requires the displacement of this very
drive for respect, opting instead for a liberating experience of one’s own place as a constitutive force within
nature. Grosz’s criticism of recognition is fundamentally a rejection of both humanism and anthropocentrism as
such, which she argues reinforce phallocentric homogenization. Grosz turns to both Deleuze and Guattari and
Grosz’s politics remain underdeveloped, and Sharp offers Spinoza’s thought as “a notion of thought that
acknowledges the imperceptible forces operative in our affective engagements with human and nonhuman
beings” (180).
By tarrying with Grosz’s arguments against recognition, Sharp is able to put forward a political framework that

work of the deep ecologist Arne Naess to take up the topic of Spinoza and the nonhuman. Sharp’s interjection
into this debate shows that Spinoza’s philosophy does emphasize that human interaction attenuates itself with
the nonhuman, but stops short of subordination to nonhuman power either through submission or valorization.
She demonstrates this through an analysis of Spinoza’s references to animals in the Ethics, which deal with
different valences of a moralizing tendency to treat animals as models for humanity. Such an admiration is
melancholic, which is ultimate powerlessness according to the Ethics. “The transformation of our passionate
disposition is as fundamental to our well-being as the basic factors of hydration and nutrition. Melancholy,
that although the politics of renaturalization remains thoroughly critical of a recourse to humanism, it is equally
suspicious of a “reactionary antihumanism,” thus maintaining human liberation as its central focus (219).
Spinoza and the Politics of Renaturalization constructs a new, exciting terrain for contemporary political
philosophy. Although she notes in her critique of Butler that she is uninterested in barring creative uses of
Spinoza, Sharp’s arguments against recognition theory strike at its lynchpin, presenting an either/or choice
between a politics of renaturalization and a politics of mutual respect. However, it is worth noting that Sharp’s
continual emphasis on the importance of context and strategy for politics, which is a welcome contrast to weary
rehearsals of language medicine that would declare the political utopia in advance, may leave open a role
of some utility for representation, perhaps reformulated through further engagement with transindividuality
rather than reciprocal self-certain consciousnesses. In addition, the constitutive aspect of Sharp’s politics
of renaturalization clears a promising pathway for future research, particularly in some of the traditions
she mentions early on in the book as potential allies, such as race theory and Marxism. For the politics of
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renaturalization to grow and thrive, such encounters, among others, must proliferate.

DAVE MESING is a PhD candidate in philosophy at Villanova University.
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NOTES
1. See Hasana Sharp, “Why Spinoza Today? Or, A ‘Strategy of Anti-Fear.’” Rethinking Marxism 17, no. 4 (2005): 591-608
and “The Force of Ideas in Spinoza.” Political Theory 35 (2007): 732-55.
2. In her discussion of Spinoza’s philosophy as it applies to humanity, Sharp notes that she preserves his sexist language
in order to avoid a false implication that inclusive phrasing exists in Spinoza’s work (1n1). She is able to wield Spinozist
thought against this very tendency, such as when she turns Spinoza’s sexist examples of women as gossipers on its head.
Instead of reading Spinoza’s sexist moments as somehow indicative of his otherwise great insights, she argues, “Spinoza’s
own examples might be seen as ‘citations’ of cultural norms and as consequences of having been affected by proximate
bodies in his own environment” (47). Since this review considers Sharp’s constructive use of Spinoza, I will use gender
inclusive language when referring to human beings, unless I am quoting Sharp’s citations that preserve Spinoza’s wording.
3. See Benedict de Spinoza, The Ethics and Other Works. Trans. Edwin Curley. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994,
119.
4. Sharp follows Althusser in referring to ideology in the singular as a more general and neutral account, rather than the plural
“Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses: Notes toward and Investigation.” In Lenin and Philosophy and Other Essays.
Trans. Ben Brewster. New York: Monthly Review Press, 1971.
5. G.W.F. Hegel, Lectures on the History of Philosophy. Trans. E.S. Haldane. New York: Humanities Press, 1996, 477.

